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A weekend of highs and lows
Hawks find surprising wins on the court; letdowns on the ice
JUSTIN FAUTEUX
SPORTS EDITOR
Over the weekend, four ofLaurier's
varsity teams added further evi-
dence to thealmost over-used ad-
age that "anything can happen in
the playoffs." In a weekend that was
categorized by ups and downs for
the Golden Hawks, the women's and
men's basketball teams provided
the ups, with a pair of shocking up-
set wins.
The women got things started
on Saturday, knocking off the na-
tion's number-three ranked team,
the Western Mustangs, in the On-
tarioUniversity Athletics (OUA)
West semifinal, making the division
championship game for thefirst
time in five years. Not to be out-
done, their male counterparts came
up with an upset win oftheir own,
downing the Windsor Lancers, a
team who had put up 109points on
the Hawks justtwo weeks prior.
"I'm tremendously proud," said
Laurier's athletic director Peter Bax-
ter. "Laurier was never a basketball
school 10 years ago and with the ef-
forts ofcoach [Peter] Campbell with
the men, he's brought them into
the national spotlight. And with
[women's head coachj Paul Falco,
being just in his third year and hav-
ing us up there in the top 10 now
for the first time in our history is
I unprecedented."
On Sunday, the women's team
lost the OUAWest final to Windsor,
however their win over Western had
already qualified themfor March
n-i2th'sregional playoffs, leaving
them just one step away from the
national championship tournament.
While the basketball Hawks were
the ones doing the upsetting, Lauri-
er's hockey teams were being upset.
The men's team were eliminated
by the Guelph Gryphons in the OUA
West semifinal, falling 2-1 in the
series, losing both games at home.
Laurier's perennially dominant
women's hockey team, meanwhile,
was swept by Queen's in two games
— both going to double overtime —
in their provincial semi final, ending
a streak of seven straight OUA titles.
"The men had 12 rookies and
for coach [Greg] Puhalski to work
with 12 rookies it's an amazing ac-
complishment to come in second
and lose a hard fought series with
Guelph," said Baxter. "With the
women, for seven years we've set
the standard in the OUA and we've
brought up the level ofall the teams
that are coming to get us and we lost
in two games that could've gone ei-
ther way."
Sports, pages 22-24
Post-season
matchups
Men's hockey
Laurier 0 Guelph 3
Laurier 3 Guelph 0
Laurier 1 Guelph 2
(15-7-6) (15-10-3)
Women's hockey
Laurier 1 Queen's 2
Laurier 1 Queen's 2
(24-2-1) (15-8-4)
Men's basketball
Laurier 85 Windsor 82
(13-9) (16-6)
Women's basketball
Laurier 76 Western 74
(15-7) (19-3)
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Academy Awards flop
This year's Oscars show was
plagued with awkward banter,
lacklustre hosting and predictable
winners despite an attempt at
catering to a younger audience.
Arts, page 15
A cultural mosaic?
In this week's point/counterpoint,
opinion columnists discuss the
positive and negative impacts that
multiculturalism has on European
nations like the United Kingdom.
Opinion, page 19
Words that inspire
In light of the upcoming TEDx
Waterloo event, Editor-in-Chief
Alanna Wallace and Graphics
Editor Wade Thompson highlight
some must-watch TED talks.
Features, pages 12-13
Laurier students share
their experiences abroad
Laurier International participants
blog about their adventures while
studying overseas in a new online
feature — read their entries here
first.
World, page 11
Former OneCard
manager stands trial
Campus News Editor Mike
Lakusiak investigates Nick
Tomljenovic, who has pleaded
guilty to charges of defrauding
over $30,000 from the university.
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Preamble to The Cord
constitution
The Cord willkeep faith with its readers by presenting news and expressions
ofopinions comprehensively, accuratelyand fairly.The Cordbelieves ina bal-
anced and impartial presentationof all relevant facts in a news report,and of
all substantial opinions in a matterofcontroversy.
The staff ofThe Cord shall uphold all commonly held ethical conventions of
journalism. When an error ofomission or of commission has occurred, that
error shall be acknowledged prompdy. When statementsare made that are
critical ofan individual, or an organization, we shall givethose affected the
opportunity to reply at the earliest time possible. Ethical journalism requires
impartiality, and consequendy conflicts of interest and the appearanceof
conflicts of interest willbe avoided by all staff.
The only limits of any newspaper are those oftheworld around it.and soThe
Cord will attempt tocover its world with a special focus on Wilfrid Laurier
University, and the community ofKitchener-Waterloo, and witha special ear
to the concerns ofthe students ofWilfrid Laurier University. Ultimately, The
Cord will be bound by neither philosophy norgeography in its mandate.
The Cord has an obligation to foster freedom of the press and freedom of
speech. This obligation is best fulfilled when debate and dissent are encour-
aged, both in theinternal workings ofthe paper, andthrough The Cord's con-
tact with the student body.
The Cord willalways attempt to do what is right. with fear of neither repercus-
sions, nor retaliation. The purpose ofthe student press is toact as anagent of
social awareness, and so shall conduct the affairs ofour newspaper.
Quote ofthe week:
"Biebs and doggie style. You're right, Ido like these broads."
-ArtsEditor Sarah Murphy in an e-mail regarding a conversation
overheard on a Waterloo bus.
Bag O' Crime
Theft Under $5,000
Location: Residence
Reported: Feb. 26,2011 @ 1:45 p.m.
A SCs officer on foot patrol discov-
ered that person(s) unknown had
stolen a 'Purell' hand sanitizer soap
dispenser from the holder located
inside the main lobby in the 'A' Wing
portion ofthe student residence.
There are no suspects.
Property Damage
Location: Residence
Reported: Feb. 27,2011 (a) 1:13 a.m.
A SCS officer responded to a com-
plaint regarding damage to a vehicle
located at Residence. The black,
four door 2000 Nissan Altima had
its side mirrorknocked off the door
and the driver's side wiper blade
snapped off. There are no suspects.
Alarm
Location: Theatre Auditorium
Reporte: Feb. 24,2011 (a) 7:15 p.m.
The SCS Dispatch Centre received
a repetitive dooralarm coming
from the a/m location. SCS offi-
cers attended and discovered that
the doors had been propped open
in order to bring in equipment into
the building to prepare for an opera
performance.
Break and Enter
Location: Residence
Reported: Feb. 26,2011 (a) 11:17a.m.
A student returning to his residence
after being away for reading week
discovered that his room had been
entered and noticed a PlayStation
and numerous video games had
been stolen.
SCS attended and determined
that entry had been gained through
an insecure ground floor window on
the north side ofthe building.
There are no suspects at this
time and no CCTV camera coverage
available.
For the rest of Bag O'
Crime, check out
thecord.ca
Ifyou have any information regard-
ing these orany otherincidents please
call519-885-3333 or Crime Stoppersat
1-800-222-TIPS. The Bag o'Crime is
submitted by WLUSpecial Constable
Service.
Photo: From
the archives
11years ago
The Cord published this photo ofthe
cross that was once mounted on the
St. Michael's Campus building in
the Sept. 6, 2001 edition. The head-
line beside the photo read: "The
New Religion. Oops."
This week in quotes
"I feel relieved that I have access to language to make a shape for it for myself, it's been profoundly healing for me to
find a way to bring that out."
—Author Charlene Diehl on writingher memoir Out of Grief, Singing
"Most of the time — and this includes naps — I'm an F18."
—CharlieSheen
"You have to have some conviction inyour passion to stay out in February."
—ScottKemp, an English teacherat Cameron Heights C.1., regarding the strength ofthe studentsparticipating in Strip the Streets
"Wereacted like we had justwon nationals."
—Christa Mancino, Laurier basketball player re: the team's win over Western
«———
When I came here in the late 90s we were
approaching Y2K and at that time everyone was
concerned about the world coming to an end.
Of course it didn't..."
—VPstudent affairs David McMurray
Re: The meal card in place before the OneCard, which would have apparently not
worked after Jan. 1,2000
Photo of the week
Community members gather at the Waterloo Memorial Recreation Complex on Feb. 26 for Yoga for
Hope, an event raising money for the local not-for-profit HopeSpring Cancer Support Centre.
ELLI GARLIN PHOTOGRAPHY MANAGER
Vocal Cord
What did you spend
your reading week
doing?
"I actually stayed here,
my family lives in
Manitoba."
-George Robertson
First year archeology
"I hung out with friends
and family in Toronto."
-Kristine Lippett
Fourth year cultural
studies
"Absolutely nothing, I
went home and did a
little bit of work."
-Steph Valleau
Third year psychology
"Went to Montreal with
friends."
-Sharwayne Sobers
Second year biology b
psychology
"Studied a bit, hung out
with friends."
-Ernest Chan
First year arts
"I went to Ireland, visiting
friends and exploring the
country."
-Wade Carey
Third year religion and
culture
Compiled byMegan Cherniak
Photos byElli Garlin
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Future
buildings
showcased
MIKE LAKUSIAK
CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR
News Director Linda Givetash « [givetash(athecord.ca
The tentative plans for the develop-
ment oftheSt. Michael's campus
site and substantial additions to the
existing buildings along University
Ave. were brought before two uni-
versity committees and the board of
governors before Reading Week. The
plans featured floor layouts for the
Global Innovation Exchange build-
ing to be developed on the St. Mi-
chael's site and the CampusLearn-
ing Commons proposed to be built
between the Quad, Concourse and
above the existing Paul Martin Cen-
tre to the edge of UniversityAve. If
both proceed as planned, the proj-
ects would add approximately 10
acres of indoor physical space.
"I can't tellyou how delighted
I am that the plans have been ap-
proved," said GinnyDybenko, Lau-
rier's executive: strategic initiatives.
"There's still a long way ahead ofus
because what gets serious now is
fundraising for the entity. We obvi-
ously can't progress too much with-
outa substantial amount ofgovern-
mentfunding and we'realso looking
forprivate funding."
"Originally I was hoping we
could break ground in our centen-
nial year," she added. "I would be
delighted ifwe could lock in on the
funding this year or early nextyear
and break ground next summer."
The plans are for the GlobalIn-
novation Exchange, a four-storey
250,000 sq. ft. building to be built
in the footprint of St. Michael's.
The blueprints presented show one
1000-seatauditorium along with
several 75 and 150-seat lecture halls.
Over 100 faculty offices are pro-
posed for the east wing of the build-
ing and an accessible greenroof ter-
race area.
The school ofbusiness and eco-
nomics (SBE) and the math depart-
ment will be housed in thefacility.
Local tech companies and a bistro-
type eatery could inhabitparts of
the ground floor. Dybenko noted
that local firms have expressed in-
terest in the creation ofsuch a place.
"In the city there is no place where
people can sit down and have a
drink and just do some scheming
around a particular idea," she said.
Assistant VP ofphysical resourc-
es Gary Nower explained that the
centre ofthe building would feature
alarge central atrium for people to
gather. "The atrium is a big open
space with aliving walland open
upstairs all the way around. There's
lots ofusable space for events and
studying."
There is a possibility of a
pedestrian overpass over University
Ave. as well as other measures to
accompany the increase in people
crossing the street.
Nower said the overpass as well
as altering the streetscape have
been the subject oftalks with city
and Waterloo Region. "The region, I
think they're okay with traffic calm-
ing," he said. "It certainly will have
lots oftrees and landscaping and
traffic calming. Their argument is
that we've got to get a certain num-
ber ofcars down this busy regional
road and our argument is that we've
got a thousand students an hour
crossing."
The Campus Learning Commons
is a proposed 190,000 sq. ft. struc-
ture thatwould connect to the Fred
Nichols Campus Centre and Con-
course spanning the area currently
taken up by the Solarium and Health
Services building, whichwould both
be demolished. In addition to the
common areas and services, the in-
terior would eventually include the
library, moved from its current loca-
tion, student services, the bookstore
and other services.
The two developments, project-
ed to take a fewyears to complete
ifgiven the go-ahead according to
Nower, would form the centerpiece
ofLaurier's Waterloo campus. "It's a
priority with us so we took it to the
province in December and showed
themthis," he said. "We brought the
two buildings in really close to really
let people know that this is Laurier
and you're on our campus now. We
want to take the street and make it
part of the university."
CameronDavidson-Pilon, a
fourth-year math student was the
only undergraduate student on a
needs assessment committee cre-
ated during the envisioning process.
"Is it plausible? Definitely," he said.
"It's supposed to be the center piece
ofLaurier, a showcase," he said, re-
ferring to the Global InnovationEx-
change, which seems slated first for
development.
"They'll have all their big confer-
ences there so they'll want to make
it very inviting to guests."
After he was allowed his input on
behalf ofmath students, Davidson-
Pilon gave his perspective on the
project. "From my personal stand-
point I'm a little jealous — whatever,
I'll be an alumni I guess."
Details such as classroom space
during construction remain as do
questions of the timing and source
ofthe funds to construct thebuild-
ings, planning for which has now
stretched back more than five years.
In spite ofall the planning, theproj-
ect still lacks a price tag.
COURTESTY OF WLU PHYSICAL RESOURCES
Various views of the proposed Campus Learning Commons and Global Innovation Exchange buildings.
News in brief
Alumarrested inToronto
child porn sting
Robert Hagon, 27, who graduated
from Laurier with a BA in Politi-
cal Science and Philosophy in 2006,
was arrested Feb. 16following a
search warrant being executed on
is Danforth and Broadview home
in Toronto.
Police seized computers and hard
drives from the residence. He was
charged withpossession of child
pornography, four counts ofmake
available child pornography and
five counts offailing to comply with
probation.
He appeared in court Feb. 17,
though the proceedings are covered
by a publication ban. "It was an un-
dercover operation that resulted in
us becoming aware ofMr. Hagon's
activities," said Det. Paul Krawczyk
| of theTdfonto Police sex crimes
unit. "He has been detained, he's not
out of jail."
Hagon had similar charges
brought against him in Feb. 2006
when his home was raided in anoth-
er investigation.
Krawczyk noted that the matter
is up to the courts now. "It's a long
timeaway from being resolved," he
said.
Students make presentationto high school ESL students
The Laurier Afghan Students Asso-
ciation held a presentation at For-
est Heights Collegiate Institute in
Kitchener Feb. 22. The group spoke
to ESL students about post-second-
ary education and the programs in
place to support them toward this
goal.
Read the story at th6COrd.C3
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Conclusion in OneCard case
Former office manager Nick Tomijenovic pleads guilty to fraud for $30,000 worth of
food, and tanning starting in 2001
MIKE LAKUSIAK
CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR
Campus News Editor Mike Lakusiak « mlakusiaktathecord.ca
Former manager ofWilfrid Laurier
University's OneCard office Nick
Tomijenovic, 43, pleaded guilty Feb.
17 in Kitchener Superior Court to
charges of defrauding over $30,000
from the university through illicit
OneCard use.
Currently employed in the United
States, possibly California, Tomijen-
ovic will return toKitchener June 17
for conviction and sentencing.
An employee since 1999,Tom-
Ijenovic's thefts took place between
April 2001 and November 2007,
when he was suspended withpay
by the university during an audit
prompted by suspicious accounts
and other activities in the office. Af-
ter he became unco-operative with
the university, his pay was cut and
he was eventually fired in Februaiy
2008.
Initially, Tomijenovic charged
food and services including tanning
and regular trips to the Rude Na-
tive Bistro to his own OneCard. He
would never pay the accrued bills
and erase them from his account,
according to assistant Crown attor-
ney David Russell.
While current Laurier students
are familiar with the OneCard for
purchasing food on campus and off,
in the past the program extended to
Beach Bunnies tanning studio, Rude
Native Bistro and other merchants.
Employees of the university regu-
larly use OneCards by loading mon-
ey into their personal accounts.
"He was obviously using his own
OneCard,yet there were never any
payments on it," Russell explained.
"He'd go to Beach Bunnies orthe
Rude Native, present his card and
the bill would be paid for. The uni-
versity pays the vendor, that's why
the theft is really from the university
because the vendors always had to
be paid."
OneCard office employee Tan-
ya Diriye discovered irregularities
while examining OneCard accounts
with outstanding balances in spring
2005. She found a suspicious identi-
fication number that didn't seem to
match up with anything and was not
found in the university's computer
records.
Tomljenovic had created multiple
OneCards tied to accounts with fic-
titiousnames, usually the alter egos
of comic book characters.
"Jason Garrick was [the name on]
one of the accounts," Russell ex-
plained. "There is no Jason Garrick
at the university, but that is the alter
ego of the DC Comics character the
Flash.
"There was another one in the
name of Thomas Wayne, who as it
turns out is the father of Batman."
There were also accounts named
for Richard Grayson, alter ego of
Batman's sidekick Robin, and Remo
Williams, the name of a rogue police
officer in "The Destroyer" novels
and comics.
There was no one to complain
or notice the charges on these ac-
counts, Russell said, because the
university was invoiced bythe
OneCard office and paid retailers.
"Because there was no student to
complain and no customer to com-
plain and everybody got paid, the
only people who weren't getting
paid was Laurier who wasn't being
reimbursed by anyone."
Tomljenovic, wellknown to the
off-campus retailers involved in the
OneCard program as the manager
ofthe office, had OneCards with his
name and a stick figure in lieu of an
actual photo.
"He would go to Beach Bunnies
[tanning], present his card withthe
stick figure on it, which everybody
thought was funny," Russell said.
"The number on it would be in the
name ofRemo Williams."
"They knew who he was, he was
the manager of the office so he was
never questioned."
After Diriye discovered suspi-
cious accounts, she examined the
account registered to Tomljenovic
himself and found that he had gone
for long periods without using his
card at all, unusual for the manager
ofthe operation.
She was even more suspicious
because she had seen him pay for
drinks at Wilf's for the staff ofthe
officeusing a OneCard.
A substantial charge was also
found to coincide with Tomljen-
ovic's birthday, an event held at the
Rude Native. "It looked like he paid
the tab for his birthday celebration,"
Russell said.
Laurier assistant VP ofhuman
resources Allison Rawn said that
Tomljenovic denied every charge
against him since the suspicions
were reported and the university be-
gan to examine the matter. "He was
taking the position that there was
absolutely no foundation to what we
were investigating," she said, "That
it was offensive and upsetting and
unbelievable. He held to that right
until last week."
The university brought in the ac-
counting firm KPMG to conduct an
audit at a cost of over $149,000 in
the wake ofDiriye's findings. "They
paid a lot of money to discover a
$30,000 theft," Russell commented,
noting however that, "If they hadn't
done that, there would not have
been enough to go ahead [with the
criminal investigation]."
"It probably would have gone on
for a lot longer and been a lot more
money. She gets a lot ofcredit for
that," Russell explained.
VP of student affairs David Mc-
Murray said thatthe cost was justi-
fied. "In hindsight we're very thank-
ful that we did this because itwas
based on our judgment at the time
and the information that we had
and we weren't going towalk away
from it."
"These kinds of things are
expensive, there's no question about
it,"he added.
Asked what allowed the fraud
to go on for as long as it did, Rawn
speculated thatbecause Tomlje-
novic had designed Laurier's On-
eCard system, oversaw it and few
others had knowledge of its details,
he did not face much scrutiny.
"He had some unique knowledge
of the system and I don'tknow that
there was enough expertise in house
for the appropriate checks and bal-
ances as he built it, which allowed
for vulnerabilities," she said. Tom-
ljenovic had designed and overseen
a similar system at the University
of Guelph until 1999 whenhe was
hired atLaurier.
She noted that the KPMG audit
led to changes to the operational
structure of the office and how em-
ployees access accounts.
JusticeRobert Reilly noted the
"egregious breach of trust" Tomlje-
novic had committed and explained
that further information, including
testimony from the senior vice pres-
ident ofKPMG would be entered on
June 17when the trial resumes for
sentencing. Tomljenovic will likely
be required to provide restitution
for the missing $30,130.74, the au-
dit cost and associated legal costs as
well as a fine.
Due to the nature ofthe crime and
breach oftrust, Tomljenovic could
well have faced jail time. Russell
said however that the Crown would
likely press for some form ofrestitu-
tion - noting that the proceedings
have been conducted in a fashion
to allow Laurier to pursue a civil
suit against Tomljenovic to recoup
its expenses along with the money
stolen.
GRAPHIC BY NICK LACHANCE
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No answers to Milton question
BREE MANTHA
LEAD REPORTER
The next senate meeting to discuss the Miiton campus takes place March 3
Since the Jan. 31 presentation of
Wilfrid Laurier University's pre-
budget submission for 2011-12 to
the Ontario Legislature's Standing
Committee on Finance and Eco-
nomic Affair, the fate ofthe pro-
posed Milton campus lies in the
hands of the province.
"We're just in a waiting mode,"
said vice president offinance and
administration JimButler. "We
would need a commitment on the
part of the province that they would
want a campus there."
The university is asking for capi-
tal investment in infrastructure up-
grades for the Waterloo and Brant-
ford campuses as well asfor the de-
velopment ofa Milton campus.
"What we expect in the 2011 pro-
vincial budget, which is likely to be
delivered around the end of March,
is a new ten-year plan forprovin-
cial capital for the public sector and
the broader public sector," explained
Laurier's director of government re-
lations Brian Rosborough.
"In thepast, post-secondary
education hasn't really received a
large share ofthat funding," Rosbor-
ough added. "We're advocating for
thatto be increased ... We're taking
steps to help the province under-
stand the potential of investing [in
Milton]."
The town ofMilton has agreed to
turnroughly 150 acres ofland over
toLaurier to construct a campus on
in the event that the province agrees
to fund the planning and construc-
tion ofthe university.
The newLaurier campus would
be a vitalpart ofthe Milton Edu-
cation Village (MEV), a project
planned by the Town ofMilton with
co-operation from Halton Region.
"The beauty ofthe project is that
it's an entire neighbourhood built
around the university," said Andrew
Siltala, town of Milton senior man-
ager of economic development. "It is
not one section dominating another,
it is a neighbourhood that is com-
plementary to a university."
The 450-acre area encompasses
student and family housing, re-
tail centres, restaurants and other
amenities. "It also includes an area
for business growth, and an area in
which a business innovationcentre
would be built," said Siltala.
Siltala went on to explain that
the town ofMilton was not only in-
terested in the idea ofa university
for educationpurposes, but for the
community growth the institution
would bring.
"The presence of a post-second-
ary institution adds to a healthy
community," said Siltala.
Butler believes that the additional
campus would benefit the region.
"There's a projected shortage ofuni-
versity spaces in the Greater Toron-
to Area."
Rosborough added, "This tre-
mendous growth in the GTA, and in
Milton in particular ... It's currently
not served at all by either a college
or university."
According to the 2006 Census,
Milton saw a 71.4 per cent popula-
tion increase from 2001 to 2006,
making it Canada's fastest growing
community. The town also boasts
one of the GTA's highest household
incomes and is currently the west-
ernmost point for GO Transit's com-
muter trains.
In March 2010, Laurier president
Max Blouw announced the estab-
lishmentofthe Presidential Task
Force on Multi-Campus Gover-
nance. The group was created to
examine all aspects of running mul-
tiple campuses effectively, including
finances, student experience, and
campus relationships with all levels
of government.
Thus far, few concrete decisions
or statements have been made,
as the fate of Milton is viewed as
uncertain and dependent upon
manyfactors. Grievances have con-
tinued to pile up from interested
parties. An ongoing worry is fair
representation for multiple campus-
es, as representatives from Laurier
Brantford currently occupy only four
senate seats. With growing concerns
that oneLaurier campus already
suffers from under-representation,
members ofthe Task Force remain
tight-lipped on the situation.
WADE THOMPSON GRAPHICS EDITOR
Laurier personalities featured among 'Top 40'
BREE MANTHA
LEAD REPORTER
The Waterloo Region Record recently
published its annual Top 40 Under
40, recognizing the achievements of
community members in the tri-city
area.
With many alumni, staff, and
even current students making the
cut, WilfridLaurier University re-
ceived extensive exposure.
Tiffany Bradley, manager of com-
munications and marketing for Lau-
rier's centennial celebrations, was
recognized for her dedication to phi-
lanthropy, specifically the Laurier
"100 Hours for 100 Years" volunteer
challenge she is spearheading.
"We're encouraging students,
staffand faculty members, retirees,
alumni, anybody that has an affilia-
tion with Laurier to sign up and log
their hours with us as part ofthis
program," Bradley toldThe Cord.
Bradley, who graduated from the
University ofWaterloo in 2000, has
been volunteering with food banks
foryears.
"Sometimes you can come into
the office and yourphone never
stopsringing and beeping, and you
thinkyou're not really making a dif-
ference," she observed.
"Thenyou get to be in the food
bank for a day, you actually realize
that you're making a difference by
contributing."
Bradley also sits on the commu-
nity advisory council for Oktober-
fest, and the InternationalAssocia-
tion ofBusiness Communicators.
Another Laurier staff member,
Megan Harris, was honoured for her
initiativesfor women in the com-
munity. In 2007, Harris started the
Women's Leadership Exchange,
annual meetings for professional
women in the Kitchener-Waterloo
area.
"It's a luncheon series that's de-
signed for executive women within
the community to come together
and network, to learn and share
practices with theirpeers and also to
listen to Canadian women who are
at the top oftheir field," said Harris.
Harris is the vice-president of
operations for the Laurier Alumni
Association, and graduated from
Laurier with a degree in history in
2000. "I was really involved on cam-
pus," she said. "My time at Laurier
meant a lot to me. By taking part in
the alumni association, it's my way
of giving back."
Music education student Kari
Kokko was recognized for her work
with local youth through the Kitch-
ener group Pathways to Education.
"[Pathways to Education] is a
program that supports high school
students in graduating from high
school and going on to post-sec-
ondary education," Kokko said. "It
has a tutoring component, a men-
toring component, an advocacy
component and a financial support
component as well."
Fourth-year history and politi-
cal science studentErin Epp has
been engaged in community volun-
teering since herfirst at Lau-
rier through several Laurier student
working groups..
As LSPIRG's research and train-
ing coordinator, Epp focuses on
unitingLaurier students with com-
munity members outside of campus
through skill-building and training
initiatives.
"In my job I do the Community
Innovation Program which gives
students the opportunity to build
their skills outside of the classroom
in areas like strategic planning,
communications, conflict resolution
and all those things that are use-
ful in the not-for-profit sector," Epp
explained.
Epp's engagement with the Wa-
terloo community led her to run for
Waterloo city council representing
Ward 7. Epp finished in third with
over 20 per cent ofthe vote. "I can't
even begin to quantify the amount
that I learned throughout the five
months ofcomplete immersion in
running for office," said Epp, who
knocked on hundreds of doors with-
in the ward to learn about citizens'
concerns.
She emphasized the value ofvol-
unteer opportunities available to
Laurier students. "Volunteering is
the best way to broadenyour net-
work and get involved and learn
about things," she said. "You have to
getyourself out there ... you have to
takerisks."
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Laurier Students! LSPIRG IS HIRING I
LSPIRG is seekinga team of exceptional individuals who are undergraduateLaurier students and are passionate about social change to fill for the
following positions for the year 2011-2012:
1. Training & Resource Coordinator
2. Volunteer & Member Development Coordinator
3. Marketing & Communications Coordinator
4. Events Support Coordinator
5. Research Coordinator
For complete jobprofiles, visit:www.lspirg.ca
Submit: If you are interested in any of the positions, please email the following to info@lspirg.ca:
Cover letter V g
Resume \ a
A list ofthe positions you are interested in (ranked in order of preference), and ■ /
A list ofany positions for which you do not wish to be considered B'y I W —
Deadline: Thursday, March 24, by Noon J 112 WWW.lspirQ.Cd
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Buying contraband cigarettes costs more than you think. It fuels other criminal activities, such as the trafficking of drugs and
guns. Individuals caught in possession of contraband cigarettes face serious consequences ranging from a fine to jail time.
contrabandconsequences.gc.ca
L'achat de cigarettes de contrebande coute plus cher qu'on le pense: il alimente d'autres activites criminelles comme
le trafic d'armes et de drogues. Les individus pris en possession de cigarettes de contrebande s'exposent a de graves
consequences, allant de I'amende jusqu'a I'emprisonnement.
consequencesdelacontrebande.gc.ca
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Failed election
GREG EVANS
CORD LOCAL
Local Editor Vacant » editor@thecord.ca
The annual general meeting held
between Feb. 8 and 10 by the Uni-
versity ofWaterloo's (UW) Federa-
tion ofStudents (FedS) witnessed
only a 7.5 per cent voter turnout to
elect their new student executive,
faculty senate and faculty council
positions. The low voter turnout,
showing an increase ofroughly 100
students from the 2010 election, was
just one ofthe many shortfalls.
Election season was not without
controversy, as a satire group calling
themselves theRhino Party slated
candidates in many of the electoral
races, amusing some and angering
others.
The group is the namesake of
another infamouspolitical satire
group, the Rhinoceros Party, which
was active in Canadian politics be-
tween the 1960sand 19905, ridicul-
ing the Canadian political system .
and the politicians themselves.
The group, led by UW students
lan Charlesworth and Edgar Bering,
fielded a full slate ofcandidates for
all ofthe elected student executive
positions, campaigning and taking
full part in electoral debates.
Charlesworth, who ran as the
Rhino Party's presidential candi-
date, maintained that although they
were actively involved in campaign-
ing, "the goal was never to win."
"FedS seems entirely irrelevant
to a whole bunch of students,"
Charlesworth noted, adding that the
Rhino Party's ultimate goal was to
bring attention to student politics
and increase voter turnout.
Among the campaign promises
offeredby the Rhino Party were to
provide each undergraduate student
with one roller skate to make walk-
ing to classes easier and to found a
Global Alliance ofStudent Organi-
zations with all other student gov-
ernment organizations around the
world.
Charlesworth did admit that de-
spite all their hard work, voter turn-
out only increased marginally. "It
didn't work. People still don't care
about the election."
Niall Wingham, another UW stu-
dent, caused a stirwhen he removed
several Rhino Party campaign post-
ers on campus, publicly advertising
his actions on Facebook.
This was one oftwo poster-relat-
ed scandals on campus in the same
week; many female candidates also
found that anti-feministposters had
been placed on top of their cam-
paign posters.
These posters featured an image
ofNobel Prize winnerMarie Cu-
rie with the text suggesting that
the chemist and physicist was "the
mother ofthe nuclear bomb." This
incident was unrelated to Wing-
ham's activities and is still under
investigation.
Reflecting on the election pro-
cess, Wingham agreed, "There are
a lot ofproblems with the system."
Yet he did assert that satire is better
suited in the media and that the way
the party conducted themselves was
"disrespectful to the student gov-
ernment."Nevertheless, he calls the
members ofthe Rhino Party "good
people."
Wingham has been arrested and
charged with vandalism.
Regarding whether or not he
wouldhave removed the posters
knowing the trouble itwould cause
him, Wingham expressed no re-
morse. "The fact is I don't feel a lot
of regret and even if I wanted to lie
about it, it would be difficult to lie
about."
More controversy arose when Jor-
dan Lui, a candidate for engineering
senate, received a financial penalty
from the FedS election committee
for pressing "like" from his personal
Facebook account on a post made by
Wingham detailing plans to remove
the Rhino Party's posters.
While Lui maintained in his un-
successful appeal that he did not
necessarily support Wingham's ac-
tions, he admitted that he did not
believe the Rhino Party's methods
were appropriate.
"They're trying to take advan-
tage," Lui asserted, adding that
many students were annoyed that
the Rhino Party was wasting stu-
dent money inyielding non-serious
candidates whofully utilized their
student-funded campaign budgets.
Matt Colphon, who won thepres-
idential election with 1,425 votes,
agreed that student apathy has been
a problem at the university. "We've
had a problem with voter turnout at
Waterloo... [the Rhino Party's meth-
od] was certainly an interestingway
to get people interested."
While calling the party's meth-
ods "extreme," Colphon praised the
party for asking appropriate ques-
.
tions and challenging the status quo,
noting that "they certainly did their
research."
Charlesworth remarked that he
wouldnot be resurrecting the Rhino
Party in nextyear's election, as the
party's ultimate goal of significantly
increasing voter turnout failed.
"It's not that [students] don't
care," he said. "It's that they don't
want to care."
STEPHANIE TRUONG GRAPHICS ARTIST
Healing through meditation
BREE MANTHA
LEAD REPORTER
Dozens of local citizens gathered
atWaterloo Memorial Recreation
Complex on Feb. 26 to learn differ-
ent styles ofyoga from eleven differ-
entyoga instructors.
The event taking place was Yoga
for Hope, a charity event established
sevenyears ago which has raised
over $60,000 to date. Proceeds from
the event went towards HopeSpring
Cancer Support Centre, a Water-
loo-based not-for-profit organiza-
tion that provides support and ser-
vices for cancer patients and their
faftiilies.
"HopeSpring is an incredible
charitable community," said Barbara
Wakai, this year's chair for Yoga for
Hope. "It's for people who have been
affected by cancer, whether they're
family members or patients. They
do counselling, there's wigs thatget
donatedfor HopeSpringthat they
provide [and] they have yoga classes
there."
Beth Sukha-Barker conceived the
idea for Yoga for Hope when she
was working as a yoga instructor for
HopeSpring m 2005.
Sukha-Barker had been teaching
for HopeSpring for the past seven
years and began the event when she
found herself movingto Vancouver.
"I decided I wanted to leave
something behind for my commu-
nity and for HopeSpring," she told
The Cord. "I rounded up a few of my
friends — fellowyoga teachers in
town — and everyone said itwas a
fabulous cause."
"I can't imagine how she actually
did it from afar," said Wakai, "but it
is a really good event."
Yoga for Hope has attracted many
citizens around the Waterloo re-
gions in previous years, but Wakai
credits the organization's new
web site for this year's huge rise in
popularity.
Since 2009, the eventhas also
featured a silent auction with many
yoga and wellness accessories and
gift certificates for yoga and healing
sessions. Participants could also re-
ceiveThai massage throughout the
day.
Sukha-Barker said that beyond
the charity aspect, the event also
helped to expose the greater com-
munity to the benefits ofyoga. "It
introduces people who have never
triedyoga to a wholebunch of dif-
ferent styles ofyoga," she said. "It's
the combination ofa great cause
and a really kind community."
She discussed the spiritual and
physical healing powers ofyoga,
specifically for those affected by
cancer. "The benefits ofyoga are so
well-known and scientifically prov-
en to lower blood pressure," said
Sukha-Barker.
She went on to explain that yoga
is a suitable exercise for people
of any strength level. "It's gen-
tle enough, or it can be strenuous
enough to meet anyone's needs so
that ifyou're very compromised ei-
ther from the disease or the emo-
tions that come ... there's a place
for you."
ELLI GARLIN PHOTOGRAPHY.MANAGER
Local citizens discover the power of yoga while providing support to local cancer centre.
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Students gain perspective
wearing another's shoes
LINDA GIVETASH
NEWS DIRECTOR
On Feb. 25, over 200 local high
school students braved the cold to
sleep outside and raise awareness
about homelessness in the com-
munity. In its second year, Strip
the Streets challenged youth to
put themselves in the shoes of the
homeless while collecting donations
to fund supportive programs.
"It's always just seemed to be our
duty to do something like this and
to make the change whereever pos-
sible," said Breanna Koehler, a grade
11 student at Forest Heights Colle-
giate Institute.
In helping organize the event,
Koehler was part ofthe school's out-
reach group that met withpartner
high schools and informed students
ofthe different aspects of Strip the
Streets and prepared them for what
they would need for the night.
A total of 15high schools were
involved in the event. Elisa Dor-
man, a grade 12 student at Cameron
Heights Collegiate Institute, also
took up a leadership role by con-
necting with area businesses and
politicians to spread the word of
their initiative.
"I think that when I see some-
thinglike homelessness, you're not
okay with it," she said. "It is cool
to see something like this come
together."
Organizers Arden Court, a teach-
er at Forest Heights, and Scott
Kemp, who teaches at Cameron
Heights, commented on how much
a
I remember lying there last year and being so cold
at night and justbeing so mad thatwe've let this
continue to happen."
—BreannaKoehler
Forest Heights student
the initiative has grownfrom the
group approximately half the size
last year. Court explained that the
idea came from a group of students
who, after attending a We Day event
in 2009, decided they had to find a
wayto improve their community.
The ability to involve an unlim-
ited number of students was also an
appealing factor. "Not every student
can afford the $5,000 outreach trip
to Kenya but anybody can come here
and take part and make the change
locally," said Court.
Although Kitchener and Waterloo
are rather small cities, the number
of people affected by homelessness
is still significant. "There's 1,000 to
1,200 people between the ages of 15
and 25 in the region who are home-
less, not necessarily living on the
streets but who don't have a place
where they have their things and
they can go each night," explained
Dorman.
Apart from raising awareness
through a rally hosted in the late
afternoon at Kitchener city hall
and the march into Waterloo, the
students also learned a great deal
through experiencing the elements
and meals from Out ofthe Cold
programs.
"I remember lying there last year
and being so cold at night and just
being so mad that we've let this con-
tinueto happen," said Koehler.
The fundraising aspect ofStrip
the Streets provides immediate help
for those who find sleeping outside
a reality.
"Each school is committed to
raising a thousand dollars so it will"
make a difference to the homeless,"
Dorman explained. In afollowup
press release from the teaching
co-ordinators, they expressed that
donations are stillbeing accepted
at Forest Heights and Lutherwood
high schools until Mar. 31. The total
funds will be divided amongst the
local organizations ROOF, Safe Ha-
ven and Argus.
The contributions these students
were making to the local commu-
nity was acknowledged by Water-
loo mayor Brenda Halloran who, in
addressing the students as they ate
dinner at the Royal Canadian Legion
in Uptown, said, "You are going to
be the change that we need in this
world."
NICK LACHANCE VISUAL DIRECTOR
Students experience an Out of the Cold dinner at the Royal Canadian
Legion (below) before setting up in the public square (top).
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One smart career choice.
So many opportunities.
The Choice
The Global Business Management
program prepares you for a wide range
of careers. Pursue a career in marketing,
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Culinary or business school?
Entrepreneurs discuss what type of education will best prepare a restaurant owner
KARLENE OOTO-STUBBS
THE UNITER
National Editor Vacant • editortathecord.ca
WINNIPEG (CUP) - The task of
opening your ownrestaurant is both
timeconsuming and expensive.
But when preparing for a life in the
kitchen there are two distinct paths
students usually choose — a culi-
nary diploma or a business degree.
Afterrecently optingout of the
culinary arts program at Red River
College (RRC) in favour ofpursuing
a business degree at the University
ofWinnipeg, aspiring restaurateur
Max Frank has afresh perspective
on the choice.
"[At culinary school] you learn
fundamental skills, but ifyou have
those skills already you don't have to
learn from an instructor at the col-
lege, you can learn from work — it's
not necessary to pay money to learn
to cook," he said.
Having cooked in a local restau-
rant for four years, Frank felt un-
challenged by the firstyear ofhis
experience at RRC. He believed
that being better informed on the
business end of the industry would
help him keep track ofmoney while
opening a restaurant or keep busi-
ness decisions in check ifhe was
cooking at one.
Chris Kirouac, the general man-
ager oflocal hot spot In Ferno's Bis-
tro, agrees that there are many paths
that future restaurant owners can
take.
"I never went to culinary school
or business management... [going
to school] could be easier in some
respects, but it's not necessary," said
Kirouac.
ForTaisa Antoine, a second-year
culinary arts student at RRC, it's the
final phase oftheprogram that has
taught her the most.
"First year is really basic, so it
shouldchallenge people who haven't
been [cooking] before, whereas
people who have [experience] might
find it boring or slow," said Antoine.
"By the timeyou get back fromyour
first work term everyone is getting
to the same level.
"The second year is a really an ass
kicker and challenges you."
She believes taking the time to
gain skills in culinary school is an
asset, providing students with op-
portunities they may not normally
have.
"You have free range, it's a lab and
it's an experimentation to do what-
ever you want... we also learn about
planning menus and inventory," An-
toine explained. "Those things you
don't learn ifyou don't go to school."
Antoine notes that her bosses re-
flect the two sides ofthe debate, as
one graduated with'a culinary de-
gree and the other did not.
Frank doesn't deny the benefits
of culinary school, but said the pro-
gram wasn't suited to him.
"I think the best thing you learn
from culinary school is how to per-
fect everything, even if they're te-
dious tasks. It makes you a better
cook in the long run," said Frank.
One ofthe biggest advantages to
RRC's program is that it prepares
students to write their Red Seal
exam, which nationally accredits
tradespeople. After their training,
students are free to write the test
a
You can learn from work
— it's not necessary to
pay money to learn to
cook"
—Max Frank
Aspiring restaurateur
whenever they feel ready, which
tends to be different for everyone.
"I'm not going to go writemy Red
Seal test justbecause I have enough
hours; I wantto feel like I've earned
it. You need to deserve to be called a
chef," said Antoine.
Frank is hoping to challenge the
exam within the next few years
when he has the required number of
hours training under a certified chef.
FILE PHOTOS
Canada in brief
Ontarioproposes changes
to liquor laws
The McGuinty government has pro-
posed an update on the existing li-
quor laws that would see a removal
of restrictions on special events, fes-
tivals and licensed establishments.
Ontario Premier Dalton Mc-
Guinty suggested that people at-
tending festivals should not be re-
stricted to beer tents but be allowed
to walk around the grounds freely
with their drinks, including within
festival retail booths.
At special events, the pro-
posal notes that liquor should be
served until 2 a.m. instead of 1
a.m. to be cjyisistentwith licensed
establishments.
Additionally, McGuinty suggested
thatOntario establishments should
be allowed to sell all-inclusive vaca-
tion packages.
In a press release from the pro-
vincial government, Chris Bentley,
attorney general, explained that
the existing liquor restrictions are
"outdated and they just don't make
sense."
The aim in modernizing the prov-
ince's liquor laws is to improve tour-
ism and local economies.
Michael Chan, minister of tour-
ism and culture, explained, "Festi-
vals and events are powerful eco-
nomic drivers ... We are making
it easier for festival and event or-
ganizers to attract new audiences,
and create more jobs while provid-
ing a more enjoyable experience for
Ontarians."
According to the provincial gov-
ernment, Ontario festivals generate
22,000 jobs annually.
Tourism also contributes more
than $22 billion annually to the
province's economy.
—Compiledby Nicole Green
thecord.ca
Anti-Israel group advocates
ethical investments at Carleton
Security called to council meeting after Students Against Israeli
Apartheid angrily disagree with motions that were passed
ALANNA WALLACE
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Tensions ran high last week at a
meeting of Carleton University's
students' association as members of
Students Against Israeli Apartheid
(SAIA) became heated when a mo-
tionput forward by the groupwas
not accepted by council. According
to witnesses, the crowd outside the
council chambers became so unruly,
pounding on the walls and floors,
those inside felt the need to call
campus security to see them out.
Three recommendations were be-
ingput forth by SAIA, including one
that would see Carleton's pension
fund immediately divest its stock
from four companies that Reem
Buhaisi, member ofSAIA, said are
complicit in violations of interna-
tional law in occupied Palestine."
The second and third recommen-
dations included the pension fund
adopting a socially responsible in-
vestment policy and that the univer-
sity work with the Carleton commu-
nity to ensure the recommendations
befollowed.
.
'The executive of CUSA wanted to
introduce their own motion which
would ... not specifically target Isra-
el," said Hashem Hamdy, a council-
lor representing the faculty of pub-
lic affairs, regarding a new motion
whichwas set to come before the
original SAIA motionthat had come
to the attention of CUSA last month.
The motion calling for ethical in-
vestment put forward by CUSA was
passed after an amendment made
by members ofSAIA to include the
words "illegal occupation."
Seeing as SAIA's original recom-
mendationwas for ethical invest-
ment, the chair ofthe committee
ruled theirmotion, which was next
on theagenda, out of order.
It was at this point that Hamdy
and Emile Scheffel, Israel Aware-
ness Committee member and stu-
dent senator, said the crowd outside
was notified and began to allegedly
become unruly.
"Unfortunately it seems as though
there are groups on this campus or
atleast one group, SAIA, that is ab-
solutely determined to discredit and
delegitimize Israel any way they
can," said Scheffel.
There have been allegations of
homophobic remarks being said
and intimidationtactics being used
by members of SAIA and those that
supported the original motion they
put forward, though Buhaisi denies
that these events took place.
"If there is an actual validity to
that statement we absolutely de-
plore that and we don't condone that
whatsoever," she said.
Though the night's events are
somewhat in question,Buhaisi as-
sured thatSAIA's goals for the meet-
ing were met and the group was
pleased with the results.
"We do claim [Feb. 17] as a victory
specifically because the amendment
was made to include 'illegal occu-
pation' and theirmotion is actually
part of our three recommendations
for our entire divestment campaign,"
said Buhaisi, who explained that
SAIA's next step is to bring their rec-
ommendations to Carleton's board
ofgovernors.
Hamdy, however, disagreed that
SAIA gained anything from last
week's meeting, saying they crossed
a line with their actions.
"I think they're veryradical and
they think that you accomplish radi-
cal goals through radical action and
their conduct last night proved oth-
erwise," he said.
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We Day in the 'Loo
Brothers Craig and Marc Kielburger addressed thousands at the
Aud, empowering young adults to fight injustice in the world
LINDSAY PURCHASE
STAFF WRITER
World Editor Alex Mitsiopoulos « amitsiopoulostathecord.ca
On Feb. 17, the Kitchener Audito-
rium had the privilege of hosting
6,000 eager students from across
Waterloo Region for We Day, an
event run by international organiza-
tion Free the Children aimed toward
inspiring student leadership and
action.
Founders Craig and Marc Kiel-
berger shared their message of hope
among other inspirational speakers,
musical acts and celebrity activists
such as formerU.S. Vice President
A 1 Gore, football star Mike "Pinball"
Clemons and Reverend Jesse Jack-
son. Volunteers sporting "Shame-
less Idealist" t-shirts pumped up the
crowd in between awhirlwind of
speeches and musical acts delivered
by Shawn Desman, as well as the
Barenaked Ladies and Stereos.
Official Me to We spokesperson
Spencer West was one such speaker
whose irrepressible optimism and
unique story electrified the crowd
with positive energy.
Born with a genetic disease that
affected the muscles in his legs, by
age five West was facing a mountain
ofadversity withthe amputation of
both legs justbelow his pelvis, and
was informed he would be physic-
ally unable to lead a normal life.
Conversely, West's charismatic
speech was animated with gestures,
and his seamless ability to move
about the stage, even to climb up
onto a couch using his arms, seemed
aremarkable achievement to the
mesmerized students.
However, truly moving was his
life-changing experience on a Free
the Children trip to Kenya.
There he encountered a young girl
who, referencing his disability, said
"I didn't know these kinds ofthings
could happen to white people, too."
Seeing firsthand the hardship
suffered by others inspired West to
devote himself to helping others, a
message ofresponsibility which he
passed on to the enthusiastic stu-
dentaudience.
"For We Day to be held in a com-
paratively small city like Kitchener
is a unique and fortunate occurrence
that was made possible through the
support of local business Research
in Motion (RIM)", said Allison
Sandmeyer-Graves, a Free the Chil-
drenrepresentative.
Additionally, RIM is providing the
opportunity for fifty students be - .
tween the ages of 14and 18to travel
to Kenya or India this summer on a
volunteer trip.
"We want to empowerpeople at a
young age," she explained, acknow-
ledging that Free the Children was
founded by Craig Kielberger at only
12 years of age. We Day's overarch-
ing messages carry a universal-
ity that makes them highly applic-
able to university or college level
students.
"The power ofyoung people to
change the world" is what students
a —
The more thatyoung
people start taking ac-
tion now, the greater
change we'll see in the
world."
—Allison Sandmeyer-Graves
Free the Children
are asked to carry back to their
schools and communities, along
with the idea that every action, no
matter the size, can have a signifi-
cant impact. "The time to take ac-
tion is now," concluded Sandmeyer-
Graves. "The more thatyoung
people start taking action now,
the greater change we'll see in the
world."
Students of ages ranging from
elementary to university level left
the day empowered and delirious
with the endless possibility of their
own actions.
As they were reminded by Na-
tional Assembly ofFirst Nations
Chief Shawn Atleo, the responsibil-
ity to act does not await theleaders
of tomorrow, because students "are
the leaders of change right now."
MEGAN CHERNIAK PHOTOGRAPHY MANAGER
Craig and Marc.Kielburger founded Free the Children in 1995.
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Attention First-Year Students in Honours Arts or Science
NOT SURE WHAT CAREER PATH TO TAKE?
/i
Consider applying to the Co-op Option to
• Gain practical experience
• Build your career network
• Apply your education to the "real world"
We invite you to attend an information session to learn more about the
Co-op Option, including what type of work is typically available and how
to apply.
SESSION DETAILS:
DATE: Thursday, March 10th, 2011
TIME: 9 am -10 am Of 12 noon - 1 pm
LOCATION: Co-op Seminar Room CC-201
(2 nd floor of the CO-OP & CAREER CENTRE)
*** Please register for the session via the Events Calendar on the
Career Centre website: http://www.lauriercc.ca/career/home.htm ***
thecord.ca
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The Business School
Financial Planning
Global Business Management r
Human Resources Management
International Development
International Marketing
Marketing-Management 1 12;
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Diaries from abroad
Students on exchanges with Laurier International share their stories of life overseas
Joseph White —
On exchange in
Germany
In between my two semesters of
study in Marburg Germany, my
good friend Mike came to visit me
for 3 weeks of gallivanting across
Europe, during which one ofour
more memorable stops was Bozi
Dar in the Czech Republic.
Bozi Dar is atiny hamlet on the
border ofGermany and the Czech
Republic that revolves around its ski
resort, and promised a cheap alter-
native to the crowded slopes ofthe
Alps.
Mike and I had been in Prague for
a couple ofdays and then we headed
offto Bozi Dar, which meant a train
and then a bus, followed bylocal
transport.
Being such a small hamlet, Eng-
lish wasn't widely spoken, and upon
our arrival I asked the bus driver if
he knew where the town was. He re-
sponded with a puzzled look. I then
triefl again in German with a similar
result, afterwhich he shrugged his
shoulders, closed the door and drove
off. Great.
Finding ourselves outside a small
B&B we decided to see ifthere was
anyone we could communicate with
inside.
After a semi-coherent conver-
sation in German, Mike and I had
some idea ofwhere to go. We were
told it would only be about a 2 km
walk to the ski village. We set off in
the -20 degree weather with winds
whipping in our faces and back-
packs strapped to our fronts and
backs.
After about an hour and half
trudging uphill in ankle-deep snow
we found the hotel at the top ofthe
ski hill. We were under the impres-
sion that it was ours. Of course this
was not the case and yet again no
one spoke English or German. Just
as we were about to throw in the
towel and give up, a maintenance
worker on the lifts overheard us and
approached us, asking if we needed
some help in English. At last!
Unfortunately we were then in-
formed that in fact the village we
wanted was back at thebase ofthe
hill, about twenty minutes away
from where we had started.
So nearly three hours later we
finally were in the right place and
proceeded to try and find a decent
place to stay, and that's when we
found out it was a holiday weekend
in the Czech Republic and justabout
everywhere was fully booked.
After wandering the village for
another halfhour and ready to col-
lapse from cold and exhaustion, we
found somewhere to stay where
we promptly cracked a beer, col-
lapsed in our beds and proceeded to
watch some terrible Czech TV and a
movie about werewolves in German
which I attempted (quite poorly) to
translate for Mike's benefit. Though
probably the most difficult/frustrat-
ing destination, the skiing made up
for our trials and tribulations.
Though we both vowed that next
timewe decid to go to an "off the
beaten path" town with a popula-
tion under 1,000, perhaps learning a
few keywords like "Where is the..."
might save us some sore muscles
and cursing, but ended up being
one ofthose experiences I'll always
remember.
Steven Parker —
On exchange in France
Europe does transportationvery,
very well: trains and parallel roads
covered in tramlines above subway
stops.
The amount oftouristand travel
traffic means that they're always
crowded. The European pension
to strike over justabout anything
makes them even more popular.
Sew a big Canadian flag on your
backpack and you're bound to meet
people — mostly other Canadians.
There's some atavistic urge in us
to escape our giant, empty country
for the exotic hustle-bustle of Eu-
rope. You meet people in hostels,
butyou also meet them going to
hostels.
Europe is a hub of tourists. Even
the small, quaint villages usually
have exchange students or back-
packers getting off the beaten trail.
Everyone goes everywhere and
they all speak English, or at least
broken English that isn't as good
asyour French, but they'll insiston
speaking it anyway.
Meeting new people while travel-
ing gives a sense of moving forward,
ofexploring toward a destination. A
feeling ofaccomplishment and pos-
sibility at the same time. At the des-
tinationyou get lost in the crowd,
but on the way there, you're a part of
it.
I'm goingto share with you the
things thatyou may or may not ex-
perience while in transit in Europe.
During the French train strike we
got on the only train leaving Ge-
neva for Lyon that day. There was
only standing room and a crush of
otheryoung kids. A few sang travel-
ing songs, more broke out booze and
a few joined our card game which
didn't work at all due to the train's
jostling.
You'd take the metro in a new city
and someone would shout out, "Hey,
Canadian?" and they'd be beaming
and usually from the Maritimes.
They'd usually know a better
hostel than the one you were going
to. Then when you were taking the
tram or the bus to the bar later there
would be someone speaking Eng-
lish with a large suitcase or bag and
you'd get to talking to them, too.
They'd know a great bar or a party
some Spanish guy invited them to
that's at a strange club with photo-
graphs tiling the walls and people
wearing strange, extravagant cloth-
ing. Andyou could get there because
you can get anywhere on public
transport in those tiny countries.
For some more
insight into the
travels of Laurier
International
students, check out
their blog at:
http://
[aurierdiariesfromabroad.
biogspot.com/
JOSEPH WHITE CONTRIBUTED IMAGE
White and his friend Mike brave the weather in the Czech Republic.
An epoch of unrest
Mass protests take place in North African and Mid-East countries
Tunisia
Considered to be the catalyst of the
uprisings in Northern Africa, civil
resistance sparked as 26-year-old
Mohamed Bouazizi publicly lit him-
self on fire. Mass protests subse-
quently ensued following this act of
defiance in the capital ofTunis call-
ing for the removal of President Ben
Ali from office. The movement was
fueled overyears ofpoor living con-
ditions, food inflation and profound
levels ofcorruption. Finally yield-
ing to domestic pressures, President
Ben Ali stepped down and fled the
country on Jan. 14 after 23 years of
power.
Jordan
Protests began in various cities
around Jordan, including the capital
ofAmman, calling for the removal
of Prime Minister Samir Rifai. At-
tempting to quell surmounting pro-
tests, King Abdullah dissolved the
government and appointed ex-army
general Marouf al-Bakhit to orga-
nize a new cabinet.
Yemen
Oppositionformed around pro-
posed amendments to the consti-
tution and quickly escalated into
major demonstration. Protestors
called for the resignation ofPresi-
dent Saleh. In response, Saleh an-
nounced that he will not run for re-
election in 2013and that the posi-
tion will not be handed down to his
son, Ahmed.
Egypt
Demonstrations in Tahrir square in
the capital city of Cairo resonated
throughout the country as the epi-
centre ofgrowing distaste for Presi-
dent Hosni Mubarak. Witness ac-
counts estimated that a minimum of
250,000 protestors filled the square,
with an additional million taking to
adjacent streets. During the 18-day
demonstrations Mubarak disbanded
the government and introduced a
vice president for the first time in
almost 30 years. Following a meek
promise to refrain from running for
re-election, Mubarak finally stepped
down as president and left executive
power to the Egyptian armed forces.
Temporarily suspending the con-
stitution, the military is currently
charged with drafting a brand new
constitution with free elections set
for the end ofthe year.
Oman
Unemployment and poor economic
conditions inspired hundreds to
take to the streets in protest. The
Sultan of Oman, Qaboos bin Said
A 1 Said, took to a cabinet shake up
in hopes of pacifying growing un-
rest. A 1 Said has vowed to create an
additional 50,000 jobs within the
government while increasing unem-
ployment benefits.
Lebanon
Spurred by the collapse of the gov-
ernment in early Jan.,hundreds
amassed in Beirut to opposeLeba-
non's sectarian government, for-
mally known as confessionalism.
Libya
Within three days ofprotest, Libya's
second city, Benghazi, was already
under opposition control, success-
fully repelling government forces.
Domestic conditions quickly at-
tracted international attention, de-
teriorating into mass humanitarian
crisis. Many fear that Libyan leader
Muammar Gaddafi may launch air-
borne attacks to repel protestors as
coalition forces debate the possibil-
ity of enacting a no-fly zone over
Libya. In recent developments, the
EU has announced the formation
of a summit on March 11 to discuss
how to proceed with developments
inLibya and other nations in the
Middle East and Northern Africa.
-CompiledbyAlexandros Mitsiopoulos
Estimated death toll
from protests:
1,700- 3,700
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Finish.
You may not have done as well
on your exams as you hoped,
but with transfer credits from
Athabasca University, you can
pick up the classes you need to
complete your degree. AU offers
over 700 courses delivered online
and at a distance, many with
the flexibility ofmonthly start
dates. Let AU help you finish your
degree in record time.
Learn more at
www.athabascau.ca
Athabasca University^!
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The power of words: TED Talks
Discover and motivate
ALANNA WALLACE
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
The nonprofit TED, which is devoted to Ideas Worth Spreading, was started in 1984. It brought individuals fror worlds of
technology; entertainment and-design together to discuss ideas and innovation. It has evolved into a biannua irence: the
TED Conference in Long Beach and Palm Springs each spring and the TEDGIobaI conference in Edinburgh ( ch summer
Other programs including the TEDTalks video site and TEDx programs have been created as a result. As you r ? for the March
3rd Tedx Waterloo event, we have prepared a list of our favourite lectures foryou to explore.
My favourite TED talks instil a sense
of urgency about the worldaround me
and my place within it.
With a quick glance at my list it
is clear to anyone that the lectures I
tend to watch on repeat are those that
touch me on a number ofdifferent
levels.
I enjoy lectures by intellectuals on
internationalsubjects and on the evo-
lution of our populations, may they
be foreign or domestic. Most of all,
I marvel at the way some speakers
can alter my perception of the world
issues I've learned inside the class-
room. This is something integral for
my favourite TED talks - they have to
be about big ideas that subsequently
change the ideals I hold in a big way.
Which brings me to my second
kind of favourite TED talk: those that
inspire me.
Whether it's a discussion on diplo-
macy, motivation or about howto live
one's life, I like to be given informa-
tion that will inspire me to do great
things.
I hope the following nine TED
talks will help you discover new ideas
and motivate you to evolve with the
changing of our world.
Stacey Kramer: The best
gift I ever survived
Motivational in every way, Kramer's
short three-minute video is a must-
see. Using a cryptic message to tease
the audience, she explains how a situ-
ation filled with uncertainty and fear
can enlighten any individual.
About seizing the moment and
making the best out of every situation,
Kramer's lecture will surely inspire
you to see the silver lining.
Best quote: "The next timeyou're
faced with something unexpected,
unwanted and uncertain, consider
that it justmay be a gift."
Hans Rosling on
HIV: New facts and
stunning data visuals
For most, statistics are the furthest
thingfrom a stimulating experience.
But with Rosling's animated pow-
erpoint presentations, any TED talk
he performs becomes an incredible
experience.
Breaking down the barriers that
surround our thoughts on HIV/AIDS
and the continent ofAfrica it affects
most profoundly, Rosling explicitly
demonstrates that we know very little
about the HIV epidemic and who it
affects.
Best quote: "It's this terrible sim-
plification that there is one Africa and
things go on in one way in Africa. We
have to stop that. It's not respectful
and it's not very clever to think that
way."
Randy Pausch: Really
achieving your
childhood dreams
Although it's simply been "adopted"
as a TED talk, as it was originally a
lecture at Carnegie Mellon, Pausch's
lecture-turned-book was my first ex-
perience with TED talks.
Likely the most motivational of any
of the TED talks I've picked, Pausch
faces his imminentdeathby describ-
ing to the audience how he achieved
his childhood dreams and how they
can, too.
Best quote: "It's not about how to
achieve your dreams. It's about how to
lead your life. Ifyou lead your life the
right way the karma will take care of
itself. The dreams will come to you."
Dan Pink on the
surprising science
of motivation
Turning everything we know about
traditionalrewards and how we run
our businesses on its head, Pink ex-
plains why the reward and punish-
ment approach often doesn't work
and often does harm in the 21st cen-
tury business world.
He calls attention to the chang-
ing of the business world in terms of
right-brained, creative, conceptual
kinds ofabilities.
The whole lecture will make you
re-evaluate your leadership skills and
how you viewyourself in the business
world in years to come.
Best quote: "There's a mismatch
between whatscience knows and
what business does."
Arianna Huffington:
How to succeed?
Get more sleep
We've become a society where sleep
is undervalued. But when the co-
founder of the Huffington Post tells you
to get more sleep — you best perk up
and listen. She claims that not only
would we be more productive ifwe
caught more "Zs," but that we would
also make better conversationalists at
dinner parties.
Not only is Huffington hilarious
and charismatic on-stage, her ad-
vice for the women of the worldto get
more sleep in order to be more pro-
ductive is something our fast-paced
society should really be taking to
heart.
Best quote: "We are literally going
to sleep our way to the top. Literally."
Sheryl Sandberg:
Why we have too few
women leaders
Every woman (and man) looking to
motivate our generation ofbusiness-
women should watch this lecture by
the chief operating officer (COO) of
Facebook.
Sandberg examines the sad statis-
tics ofwomen in the workplace and
gives three very important ways that
women can succeed in the workplace.
The best part of this lecture for me is
how applicable it is to our age group
as those who are about to enter the
job market.
Her funny, innovative lecture will
motivate both men and women to
reach for their full potential in what-
ever avenue they decide to pursue.
Best quote: "I think a world that
was run where half of our countries
and halfofour companies were run
by women, would be a better world."
Diane J. Savino:
The case for same-
sex marriage
Another talk that was one of TED's
specially chosen web talks is New
York Senator Diane J. Savino's speech
defending same-sex marriage. Her
well-articulated argument that het-
erosexual couples have ruined what-
ever sanctity marriage possessed
could win over anyone.
Well-balanced between humour,
real-life assertions and emotion, Sa-
vino makes a heartfelt stand for a cur-
rent issue that has Americans split
between two camps. Ifyou're on the
fence about same-sex marriage, this
is the woman who will change your
mind.
Best quote: "If there's any threat to
the sanctity ofmarriage in America it
comes from those of us who have the
privilege and the right and we have
abused it for decades."
Richard St. John's Eight
secrets of success
Seven years in the making, St. John's
lecture brings together the ideas of
TED lecturers after he conducted 500
interviews with TED fellows.
He provides a shortbut insightful
presentation ofthe eight secrets he
discovered through attending years of
conferences.
Every tip is just as important as the
last and St. John cites the likes of Ru-
pert Murdoch and Bill Gates to exem-
plify his point.
Myfavourite part is that St. John
highlights the fact that those who
are successful love what they do and
should strive to work at something for
which they have a passion.
Best quote: "They're not workahol-
ics, they're workafrolics."
Madeleine Albright:
On being a woman
and a diplomat
As former U.S. secretary of state, Al-
bright brings an interesting perspec-
tive to the role ofwomen in interna-
tionalrelations.
She discusses the role ofwomen in
politics and the important part they
can play in women's issues around the
world.
Her anecdotal accounts ofworking
at the UN while surrounded by men
on the Security Council are both fun-
ny and enlightening.
I love that Albright considers the
economic and societal roles of women
a security issue and ifyou don't agree,
she'll convinceyou otherwise.
Best quote: "It doesn't mean that
the whole world would be a lot bet-
ter ifit were totally run by women. If
you think that, you've forgotten high
school."
Design and creativity
WADE THOMPSON
GRAPHICS EDITOR
The idea that really drives my interest
in these TED conferences is the inge-
nuity behind furthering the creative
mind.
It is inspiring to me to know that
there is a forum in which greatright
brain thinkers can clearly express and
explain their personal innovations
through original thought.
As a person who constantly strives
to find outlets to articulate my own
creativity, I find these talks to be ben-
eficial in the utmost way.
They help communicate an under-
stood promise that we can continually
develop new and exciting ideas, some
ofwhich will help us greatly in future
generations.
Bruce McCall on
faux nostalgia
Canadian illustrator and humour-
ist McCall takes us on a tour ofhis
vast portfolio, putting on display
his unique artworks that re-imag-
ine history with a completely new
perspective.
This talk isn't great because it's in-
spiring, or because it has some deep
message.
It's great because it's simple: an
artist putting his work on display to
speak for itself. McCall provides the
perfect deadpan accompaniment for
his slideshow, allowing the audience
to see original thinking at its best, as
opposed to justhearing about it.
Stew says "Black
Men Ski
This talk features one of the most
unheralded musical talents working
today, performing a song that encap-
sulates his prominence as an artist.
Stew sings the very dry and satirical
"Black Men Ski" in which he brings
forward numerous misconceptions
about race but is able to do so in
the form of a ridiculously masterful
movement.
The rather short performance by
the Tony-award winning artist dem-
onstrates TED's ability to acknowl-
edge largely unknown talents and give
them a stage to prove they need to be
heard.
Ursus Wehrli tidies up art
Swiss comedian Wehrliprovides his
intrigued audience with a brand new
perspective on how to view modern
art.
Using two easels to display the be-
fore and after, he breaks down famous
paintings and prints to their most ba-
sic forms, making formerly "messy"
works clean and organized.
This talk is more than a little bit
funny as Wehrli demonstrates how
easy it is to see things in a (very) new
light.
Tim Brown on
creativity and play
Tim Brown's lecture on the connec-
tionbetween creativity and our ability
to play is fantastic. Basically, he sur-
mises that we should take much more
from the way children interact in or-
der to develop our creative instincts.
He provides examples ofhow role
playing, building and exploration all
benefit the circumstances in coming
up with new ideas.
Providing first-hand instance from
his own design firm, he asserts that
"we think playfulness helps us get us
to better create solutions, helps us do
our jobs better and helps us feel better
when we do them." It's hard to word it
more convincingly than that.
Nellie McKay sings
"Mother of Pearl'
and "If I Had You"
Another pure performance "talk,"
but it is really indicative ofTED's
eye for creative talent. McKay begins
her first song with the immortal line
"feminists don't have a sense ofhu-
mour" and everything takes offfrom
there. Her subtle, stirring voice is on
display throughout all of her songs,
meshing nicely with her wit and sense
of humour. A really, short, upbeat ad-
dition to TED talks.
Anand Agarawala
demos BumpTop
A very short and sweet demonstration
of a new perspective desktop for your
computer. Taking inspiration from,
what else, his actual desk's top, Aga-
rawala puts on displayhis new inno-
vative computer interface where all
files are individual pieces ofpaper on
an actual desk.
You can crumple up certain unnec-
essary files. Hang important pieces
on the desktop "walls." Create piles
and flip through them like a book or
any number of ways.
Watch it and see how even the sim-
plest ofthings can be redesigned to
becomes something even cooler.
Sarah Jones as a one-
woman global village
For her lecture, Tony award winning
performer Jones molds herself into
a gaggle of original characters, fad-
ing so far into their skins that Jones
herself gets lost and it begins to feel
as though her fake people are instead
giving the talk.
She goes from a geriatric old Jewish
woman, to a fast talking Dominican
grad student living in New York, to
justabout everywhere else around the
globe in justher allotted time.
Jones' overall point is about the gift
of creation and her interest in the "in-
vention ofthe self"
Willard Wiaan: Hold
your breath for a
micro-sculpture
Wigan is an artist who creates sculp-
tures so small they are done on the
head of a pin. He talks about having
to slow his heart rate down so that
he can work in between the beats, so
as not to allow his hand to slip while
carving his tipy models.
He also deals with controlling his
breathing as to not blow his work
away from right underneath him. This
talk is a great example of discipline
and originality coming together to
produce atruly unique work of art.
Ken Robinson says
schools kill creativity
The first TED talk that I ever saw was
also the most inspiringlecture that I
have ever seen. Sir Ken Robinson pro-
vides a hilariously insightful exami-
nation ofcreativity in society today
and how, as children, we are taught
out ofour passions by the adults
around us. He attains that "we have to
rethink the fundamentals ofwhich we
are educating our children."
Honestly, Robinson is a voice to be
heard. He quite vividly understands
that TED stands for the "celebration
of the gift ofthe imagination". So, if
you're looking to be inspired by any-
thing at all, drop this paper, and fire
up this talk. You won'tbe sorry.
The Cord attends TEDx Waterloo
The conference, held on March 3, features a number of speakers including Roberta Bondar,
the world's first neurologist in space, and Jean-Frangois Carrey, the youngest Canadian to have
climbed Mount Everest. Follow us on Twitter for updates and check out our website after the
conference for stories and photos.
News Director Linda Givetash (alindagivetash
Editor-in-Chief Alanna Wallace (aalannafwallace
Sports Editor Justin Fauteux (ajustinfauteux thGCOTCIC9
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ARTS
Art exhibit challenges stereotypes
DEVON COOTE
STAFF WRITER
Arts Editor Sarah Murphy » smurphytathecord.ca
The Robert Langen Gallery atWilfridLaurier Universityhas been visually and at-mospherically transformed
into an area of confrontation be-
tween Asian and Western cultures.
The exhibit Pagoda Pads: Opium
Den, created by Karen Tarn, displays
many of the stereotypical assump-
tions offoreign cultural identity
perpetuated by Western society.
Curated by Suzanne Luke, the
exhibit depicts various objects
and arrangements that display
the typical appropriation ofAsian
culture, which is stocked full of
misconceptions.
"While Asian culture has consis-
tently been negatively stereotyped,
people still try to incorporate their
practices as commodities," Luke
comments.
This practice suggests the colo-
nialist tendency to dominate anoth-
er society, in some form or another,
is still prevalent.
When walking into the exhibit,
visitors are transported into a disso-
nant environmentthat forces them
to question the presumptions offor-
eign culture.
The installation plays upon
Westernized expectations of what a
traditional opium den should con-
tain, while also indicating the artifi-
cial nature ofthese expectations.
"I like working with installation
and creating installations, it's chal-
lenging because you're creating an
environment in a 3-D spacethat you
can't completely see how it will look
beforehand," says Tam. "It is really
whenyou're there in the moment
that it comes to life."
The installation itself contains a
mixture of created, borrowed and
purchased items that are intermixed
into a single space.
There is a low table that contains
two fake opium pipes, a tea-set and
a perfume blend "Opium," still pack-
aged in a floweiy decorated box.
The hand-crafted wooden cut-
outs and hand-painted scrolls, con-
trast items like the popularized style
ofkimono robe from Chinatown.
From the ceiling hang dimly lit
lanterns and dark purple fringe cur-
tains cover the side walls.
There is an overall mystifying ef-
fect, which ironically appeals to the
sense of the romanticized Other.
Within the installation, items
such as a gong stand from Ikea, ter-
racotta warriors from Wal-mart and
various figurines of "traditional"
Asian icons.
Some objects, such as the glass
dragon and "Opium" blend per-
fume, still have their price tags from
Homesense and "Made in China"
labels.
This aspect of the exhibit demon-
strates the materialistic quality that
Asian culture has been reduced to
through subtle colonialist practices
in popular culture.
"This is part of the Pagoda Pads
series, which was partly inspired by
home improvement shows and in-
terior design projects, which tell you
'this is how to create an eastern flair
in your home.' I am poking fun at
that," Tam continued.
The arrangement has the overall
effect of being aesthetically pleas-
ing, with quaint mats and pillows, to
reflect how notions ofthe infamous
and provocative subculture of Chi-
nese opium dens have been misun-
derstood and romanticized by the
West.
"In reality, opium dens were not
dainty and pretty the way it is de-
picted here," remarks Luke. This ar-
rangement reflects Tarn's criticism
ofthe illusions ofAsian culture.
"The exoticism of the Other,
you cannotget away from. There
is a fascination there, which is
due to curiosity and repulsion be-
cause it is alien in a way. In today's
popular culture you still have that
but it's definitely more subtle," Tam
concluded.
Tarn's exhibit successfully articu-
lates the contrast between authen-
ticity and artificiality, and the lack of
distinction between the two in con-
temporary Western society.
The installation provides a unique
way to expose the subtle workings of
colonialism that still exist today.
Art installation "Pagoda Pads:
Opium Den" will be open March 2
and will run until April 9 at the Rob-
ertLangen Gallery on campus.
MEGAN CHERNIAK PHOTOGRAPHY MANAGER
Author shares the experience of grieving
LINDA GIVETASH
NEWS DIRECTOR
"It's been a very interesting revision
of me," professed Canadian author
Charlene Diehl to a room ofcapti-
vated WilfridLaurier University stu-
dents, fans and friends as she pre-
sented areading ofher 2010 memoir
Out ofGrief Singing.
Diehl's memoir reflects on her
life-altering experience ofbecoming
a mother and coping with the grief
oflosing her first daughter, Chloe,
who was born prematurely. "That
incredible little girl lived for six days
and then she died and thenI had to
figure out: now what? It was all un-
clear to me," she said.
The first section ofher book be-
gins in the fall of 1995,presenting
the whirlwind of being diagnosed
with pre-eclampsia, a disease jeop-
ardizing her and the baby's health,
and having to deliver the baby the
very next day."I did not realize that I
was becoming profoundly ill," Diehl
explained.
Living in Waterloo and working
as aprofessor at the University of
Waterloo's St. Jerome campus dur-
ing this difficult period, Diehl found
her return to the city to address the
audience at Laurier's faculty of arts
to be "a weird experience." Realiz-
ing the painful combination of the
setting and the context of her mem-
oir, Diehl chose to veer away from
the early segments of the book and
present the periods of mourning
and revival. "The return has been
long and surprising and strange and
wonderful," said Diehl moments be-
fore turning to a passage.
She began reading a recollection
of a nightmare, which would be one
ofmany that she experienced in the
first few months following Chloe's
death. While maintaining an articu-
late voice, Diehl's emotions were
revealed as the audience could hear
her suppressing tears as she slow-
ly described the frozen feeling of
mourning.
What was visibly the most chal-
lenging passage recounted a conver-
sation withher then seven-year-old
son Liam whose innocent curiosity
required her to explain the decision
to have Chloe cremated. "There are
many ways to respect the dead, I say
to my son, curious and brave in the
back seat," she read.
Although she struggled with the
question of "how do you mother
somebody thatyou never really got
to hold?" Diehl noted that Liam and
her daughter Anna have had no dif-
ficulty in understanding Chloe's
place in their family. "It's perfectly
obvious to them that they have a sis-
ter that is theirs, which seems to me
quiteremarkable because they both
arrived after she had departed," she
said.
In later speaking to an English
class at Laurier, Diehl expressed
how writing the memoir, while ex-
posing her personal life to the world,
helped her piece together the things
she remembered and felt during
that time. "Stories about grief are
the stories that scare the crap out of
us all," she explained. "I don't think
we've made room for these stories to
be treasured."
Finding death and the loss of
loved ones to be an expected part of
life, Diehl shared that she doesn't
believe in closure but rather making
space to carry griefwith her. "I don't
feel impeded by it; I feel energized,"
she articulated. Moving to Winni-
peg in 2000 and establishing a new
career away from academics as a
director for the international writ-
ers festival Thin Air, Diehl was able
to tap in to her creativity and docu-
ment and transform her experience.
Although the memoir was pub-
lished more than ten years after
Chloe's death, as Diehl admitted to
struggling to find a conclusion to
her story, she nowreflected on the
process of overcoming grief, reveal-
ing, "It is one ofthe most important
things each and every one of us will
do."MEGAN CHERNIAK PHOTO MANAGER
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Chainsaw
Rainbow Reels
returns to KW
SARAH MURPHY
ARTS EDITOR
"I should've got a haircut." —Luke Matheny, Oscar winner for Best Live Action Short
Showcasing a variety ofLesbian,
Gay, Bisexual, Transgendered and
Queer (LGBTQ) themed material,
the eleventh annual Rainbow Reels
Film Festival kicks off on March 2 at
the Princess Twin theatre in Uptown
Waterloo.
Originally launched on the Uni-
versity ofWaterloo campus, the
festival has found a new home and
wider audience at the Princess Cin-
emas in recent years.
The event is organized through
the Waterloo Public Interest Re-
search Groupand aims to celebrate
diversity in the Kitchener-Waterloo
community.
The Cord spoke withLaurier
graduate studentand project co-
ordinator at Rainbow ReelsKate
Klein, who has attended the festival
before and "really loved it."
This year, a new process was in-
troducedfor selecting thefilms to be
shown. A new "participatory pro-
cess" was put in place, where audi-
ence members screenedtrailers and
voted on which pieces should be in-
cluded in the 2011 line-up.
"It makes me feel really happy
that we did it that way, because it
feels like a community selection
process, so that was pretty cool,"
Klein said of the new approach.
Some ofthe highlights ofthis
years program include 8:The Mormon
Proposition, a documentary about the
Mormon Church's involvement in
California's controversial Proposi-
tion 8. Klein described the film as
"a creepy, tell-all film" that reveals
new documents detailing "how the
Mormon Church worked against
queer rights in the state." It will
be shown at Thursday night's gala
event.
Klein also admitted to being "su-
per stoked" for the few episodes of
Degrassi: The Next Generation that will
be screened on UW's campus. Some
ofthe creators will be present to dis-
cuss the current storyline that in-
volves a transgendered character.
The actress who portrays this
character will also be sending in a
video message so that audiences
will "get to hear what her experience
was bringing that character to life
and making history, in a way."
The festival provides an impor-
tant outlet for everyone to learn
about diverse lifestyles. Klein ex-
plained, "It's really difficult to find
good, queer representation in films
these days in mainstream media,"
so Rainbow Reels provides the op-
portunity to "bring lesser known,
newer, up-and-coming queer
films to dieforefront" of the KW
community.
Further commenting on the im-
pact the festival has on the commu-
nity, Klein stated thateven for those
who don't identify as queer, there's
"access to those kind ofstories that
you don't typically get to see."
She concluded, "Overall, these
stories are important and it's im-
portant for people to have a space to
talk about queer lives and identities
and stories and issues. The arts and
film are a really powerful way of do-
ing that."
Rainbow Reels runs from March
2 to 6 and tickets are available
through the Princess Cinemasand
Encore Records.
MEGAN CHERNIAK FILE PHOTO
Oscar show fails to impress
WADE THOMPSON
THE REEL WORLD
Last year's Academy Awards were
not great. The teaming of Steve
Martin and Alec Baldwin was not
what it should have been and so,
right from the ill-advised musical
number thatkicked off the telecast,
the show steadily streamed into
mediocrity.
So my thoughts for this years
show were "well, it can't possibly be
worse than last year, right?" Wrong.
Oh, so totally wrong.
The 2011 Academy Awards did
start off better than its predecessor
but not by a lot. In a montage akin to
the openings ofBilly Crystal, hosts
James Franco and Anne Hathaway
dove into some ofthe films nomi-
nated this year. More than a few
jokes justdidn'twork though, and
the unexpected appearance from
Alec Baldwin hindered the hilarity
more than helped it. Thatbeing said,
Hathaway seemed really into it and
Franco got a couple ofpretty funny
lines in.
It was all downhill from there
though. Franco, who I don'tlike on a
normal day, came out looking about
as high as TheKing's Speech's Oscar
chances, and acted throughout the
entire night like he didn't even want
to be there. Hathaway tried to do her
best with what he was giving her,
but his unwillingness really put a
damper on their chances ofwinning
over theaudience.
After the rather disastrous open-
ing monologue, Hollywood legend
Kirk Douglas happened. Apparently
he thought he should have hosted
because he didn't want to shut up.
Don't get me wrong, he was funny to
start out with, but when you start to
steal the spotlight from the person
you're about to present the award
to, you become really frustrating to
watch.
The entire first hour of the show
was actually really painful to sit
through. There were no real inter-
estingspeeches, James Franco ru-
ined a perfectly good, albeit random,
musical number by Anne Hatha-
way, coming out dressed as Marilyn
Monroe, and Melissa Leo dropped
an F-bomb, whichwasn't halfas
shocking as it was made outto be.
Eventually, after what seemed
like hours, the show started to flow
a bit better. Presenters like Robert
Downey Jr., Billy Crystal and San-
dra Bullock were all charming and
great to watchand some of the less-
er category winners gave some great
speeches.
It really makes me laugh to think
how hard the Academy was trying to
be hip and youthful this year and yet
the older, more matured performers
who had minimal stage time, were
more engagingthan Franco or Hath-
awaywere. Again, I don't blame Ha-
thaway as she was trying herbest,
and alone, she may have succeeded.
But the dead weight ofFranco was
simply too much to overcome.
The two host thing is not working
in my opinion. I hope they come to
their senses next year and go back to
one. Might I suggest Kevin Spacey
who was fantastic in the little stage
timehe was given during the night.
As for the winners themselves,
there weren't any surprises that sur-
passed the absolute robbery of Da-
vid Fincher for Best Director. The
King's Speech was bound to win Best
Picture, I understand that, but there
is no way thatTom Hooper, or any-
one for that matter, directed a bet-
terpicture than Fincher this year.
That is one win that will be looked
at down the road as a clear and vivid
mistake.
Other than that, itwas nice to see
Inception take homefour awards, and
The Social Network prevail in the very
tough Best Original Score category.
There were too few shocks in any of
the major categories though, so that
also didn'thelp with the stale taste
ofthe show either.
Even this many days after the cer-
emony, I still find things to be dis-
appointed about this year's Oscars.
They were kind of dragging, had
very few memorable moments, and
were all in all, pretty hard to watch.
Which is a damn shame because the
stage set-up was one of the most
gorgeous they've had in years.
Oh well. They will forget about
the whole "hip and young" thing
next year. The ratings dropped 10
per cent.
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McGuinty liquor law
reform unhelpful
Recently, the McGuinty government has proposed the
liberalization of Ontario liquor laws. Such changes
would remove restrictions on special events, festi-
vals and licensed establishments. It will allow special
events to serve liquor until 2 a.m. like other establish-
ments and allow all-inclusive vacation packages. Chris
Bentley, attorney general for theprovince of Ontario,
stated the changes were being made because the regu-
lations were "outdated and they just don't make sense."
McGuinty should be waiy of piecemeal reform ofthe
system. Loosening regulations in one area of Ontario's
confusing maze of liquor regulations can lead to con-
flict with other "outdated" regulations that McGuinty
isn't bothering to address.
For example, ifrestrictions on special events and
festivals are lifted and people are allowed to walk
around with open alcohol, this may force organizers
and staffto limit the age of attendance to above drink-
ing age. They will legitimately fear losing their liquor
license ifminors consume alcohol due to lack of con-
trol ofwhere the alcohol is being consumed. Will the
Kitchener Blues Festival then only be open to those
over the age of 19?This has the potential to end family-
friendly events.
That is not to say that Ontario's current underage
drinking rules are reasonable — they are archaic and
do nothing to curb access to alcohol. In fact, they most
certainly promote underage binge drinking. The entire
regulatory regime and government mandated monop-
olies over beer and liquor can be called into question.
But ifMcGuinty is serious about reforming our li-
quor laws an overhaul is in order. Doing it piece by
piece can make things worse than they already are for
all Ontarians.
-The Cord EditorialBoard
Mayor Ford gravy train
wreck begins
In October, Torontonians elected Rob Ford as their
mayor in a rage against the policies and financial stew-
ardship of outgoing mayor David Miller. Ford prom-
ised to "stop the gravy train," was adamant that the city
ofToronto had a "spending problem and not a revenue
problem" and was always critical of Miller when he put
his hand out for money from the provincial government
without first getting the city's act together. He was go-
ing to be the saviour ofpartisan Conservatives.
How the mighty have fallen.
In order to balance this year's budget, avoid cuts and
pay for his misguided property tax freeze, Ford had to
raid the savings ofthe city for $370 million. Now that
those savings are exhausted, next year he faces a $774
million shortfall with no easy exit.
It isbecoming increasingly evident that the rampant
waste predicted by Ford and his populist backers was
more of a symbolic myth than fact. His rhetoric about
cutting councillor office funding and food for council
meetings among other things helped him get elected,
but mean practically nothing inthe grand scheme of
things. Right-leaning councillor Maiy-Margaret Mc-
Mahon admitted that, "The gravy's not flowing through
city hall like originally expected." How shocking.
Waste and corruption were never the problem with
the City of Toronto; it's the simple fact that the city's
government does too much and has to finance the in-
terest on an enormous debt. That Ford lacks the convic-
tionbeyond cheap soundbites to cut spending and pay
down the debt is evident when he held out his hand this
week for assistance in the amount of $350 million from
the cash-strapped McGuinty government, exactly like
the mayor before him. It is quite clear Ford is in over his
head as mayor and neverhad a plan to actually fix City
Hall.
So get set Toronto. You are beginning to witness a
four -year long train wreck. But you can't say that you're
surprised.
-The Cord EditorialBoard
This unsigned editorial is based off informal discussions and
then agreed upon by the majority ofThe Cord's editorial board,
which consists of15 senior Cord staff including theEditor-in-
Chiefand OpinionEditor. The arguments made may reference
anyfacts that have been made available through interviews,
documents or othersources. The views presented do not neces-
sarily reflect those ofThe Cord's volunteers, staffor WLUSP.
The Cord is published by
WilfridLaurier University Student Publications.
Contact Bryn Ossington, WLUSP President and CEO
75 University Ave.W, Waterloo ON N2L 3C5
EDITORIAL
Media polling a toxic addiction
ERIC MERKLEY
letters@thecord.ca
Opinion Editor Eric Merkley » emerkieytathecord.ca
Another day passed and another federal
poll has been published along with end-
less speculation by the "experts" about
what it may mean for the timing ofthe
next election. Ithas become the same
routine day after day, week after week.
All major media outlets do it to varying
degrees and frankly it is pushing me to
want to find the tallest building in the
city and take a leap.
Ithas gotten so bad that pollsters are
beginning to bicker amongst themselves
over the implications the media's poll
addiction is having on democratic dis-
course in this country.
Pollsters like Allan Gregg of Har-
ris-Decima and Andre Turcotte have
warned that the basis of making con-
clusions about public opinion based on
polling is faulty. The principle ofran-
dom selection is violated as phone polls
skew disproportionately to the elderly,
poor and rural Canadians ontop of,
plummeting response rates. *
I don't share the pollsters' concerns
on accuracy, at least for simple survey
designs based on vote choice. Pollsters
have been accurate in predicting elec-
tions by making corrections for the re-
sponse bias theyknow exists. .
Theymiss the mainpoint: media ob-
sessionwith polls and election specu-
lation is crowding out debate on actual
relevant issues and forcingparties to
chase the polls.
Why does the media insist on con-
tinual focus on the "horse race?" I think
this is because the mainstream media
is horrendously biased. And by biased I
don't mean ideologically, but simplybi-
ased towards laziness and journalistic
shortcuts.
There is an increasingly intense 24-
hour news cycle. Traditional news out-
lets are under more competitive pres-
sure than everbefore, particularly from
New Media sources.
This encourages them to churn out
content quicklywith no focus on qual-
ity or importance ofthe product. Gone
are the days ofquality journalism and
in-depth reporting. It's a lot easierto
spit out verbatim political party talking
points or craft a template story around
the most recent poll.
This becomes even more evident giv-
en how the press sensationalizes each
poll that comes out regardless ofwheth-
er the results are actually newsworthy.
If one political party gains three points
from the previous week's poll it's con-
sidered "momentum."
Yet in actual fact it simply lies within
the margin of error and means abso-
lutely nothing. Most polls taken in the
past two years have shown a consis-
tently deadlocked political landscape
that fluctuates around a mean. Yet that
doesn't stop the media obsession with
weekly polling.
The media's practice of putting polls
on pedestals has also altered how poll
results are treated. The reality is that
most Canadians do not have well-
formed views on political issues for per-
fectlyrational reasons.
Their responses on surveys therefore
can be wildly skewedby things as sub-
tle as the question ordering of a survey
to word choice ofthe question. Studies
using panel datahave shown that in-
dividual respondents tend to answer a
question one way one week and one way
the next. This fact is masked to a degree
by stability in aggregate results. It gives
an illusion of a crystallization of public
opinion.
The media, however, treats each poll
Pollsters sell surveys to the
media like drug dealers sell
crack to addicts. They need
to stop.
as a snapshot of a concrete public opin-
ion on any given issue. This hems po-
litical parties into backing the position
supposedly taken by the polled public,
which tothe media is the "right" posi-
tion to take. Parties begin to chase the
polls when crafting policy. We see this
timeand again with the current federal
government.
We also see the consistent main-
stream media behaviour to be critical of
any party that is offside with so-called
public opinion. The media needs to stop
treating polls as the sole measure in
judging a policy.
The polling industry isbeing cheap-
ened by this behaviour. They are no
longer engaged in research or thorough
analysis ofpublic opinion on the is-
sues. The industry needs to be upfront
with the public and force the media to
acknowledge the limitations oftheir
methodology as a condition ofits use.
And they need to stop simply feeding
an addiction with no worry ofthe con-
sequences. Pollsters sell surveys to the
media like drug dealers sell crack to ad-
dicts. They need to stop.
And for the media, Turcotte suggests
they "should really consider what is the
basis for [their] addiction and maybe
enter a ten-step program."
I couldn't agree more.
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OneCard sucks
Staff writer Lindsay Purchase highlights
the faults of the current meal plan system
LINDSAY PURCHASE
letters@thecord.ca
Opinion Editor Eric Merkley • emerkley<athecord.ca
Dear First Year Student,
The account balance onyour On-
eCard is currently alarmingly high
and we regret to inform you that
unless you begin eating a Michael
Phelps-esque i2,000-calorie-a-
-day-diet, we will be stealing a sig-
nificant portion ofyour money at
the end ofthe winter semester. Per-
haps you should have considered
changing your meal plan before the
last business day in September.
Regards,
The OneCard Office
The process of applying to uni-
versity sparks a chain reaction of
confusing, fast-paced and often
impulsive decisions. Meal plan se-
lection provides another set of op-
tionsfor first-year students that can
lead to dire financial consequences.
There is a limited amount ofmoney
that can to the fol-
lowing year and students who have
not spent enough on theirmealplan
simply lose any excess funds. What
we're dealing with is legitimized
theft.The justdecision would be to
eliminatethe set limit on carry-over
money, but barring that, students
should be given a longer time span
to adjust theirmeal plan type.
Light, medium or hearty are the
selections presented to the major-
ity of students who choose to live in
a dormitory style residence. Mere-
ly considering the language, light
seems to imply that you do not eat a
substantial amount, while hearty, on
the other hand, calls to mind images
ofbulky football players throwing
down bowls of Campbell's Chunky
Chili.
And so, following the logic of
nurseryrhyme star Goldilocks, by
process ofelimination the medium
plan must be "just right." But despite
eating a healthy several meals a day
plus snacks, I find myself opening
my inbox to find chastising remind-
ers to spend more. No other options
are provided.
Now let's look at the numbers.
The meal plan selector prompts
you to determineyour level of eat-
ing based on three square meals per
day: $15, $25 or $33 a day? Without
knowing prices ofDining Hall foods
or evenyour schedule, the decision
is entirely arbitrary. It may be dif-
ficult to understand how it could be
possible to under spend with the
inflatedcost ofon-campus food
services.
However, some students travel
home more than anticipated, tire
of the limited selection or wish to
experience some ofthe local food
culture. But in order to spend, spend
and spend some more on my On-
eCard, I feel I can't even buy any
groceries or I risk losing a greater
amount ofmoney. And let's be hon-
est, it's difficult to eat a healthy diet
relying simply on cafeteria food.
The highly limited period for
switching your meal plan is also
problematic, as the cut-off follows
only two weeks of school. Yet, it was
not untilthe Nov. 16email that stu-
dents were informed they were un-
der spending.
An extension ofthe Septem-
ber deadline to the end ofthe first
semester would give students a
reasonable chance to determinethe
extent to which they will utilize a
meal plan.
Additionally, the fine print reveals
that only $500 can be carried over
to the following year. Squint a little
harder and you see that this amount
is only valid until the end of the fall
semester.
Students are also prohibited from
transferring funds to their limited
convenience fund, so extra money
cannot go toward nextyear's text-
books, but only to waste. Particular-
ly for students who are funding their
universitycareer without parental
assistance, this is a crushing waste
I of theirhard-earned savings. It is,
quite simply, theft.
As a person who stands to lose
money at the end ofthe year and
sees many others facing the same
problem, it's extremelyfrustrating to
see many hours ofhard work van-
quished with the click of abutton.
The solution is evident. Eliminate
inexpensive foods like salad, and
bagels and replace them with more
appearances by the king of expenses
(and fat): the twenty-dollar prime
rib meal. Students, loosen your
belts and open your wallets; we'll
eat through our money, one pound
at a time.
ELLI GARLIN FILE PHOTO
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OPINION
You know what
yanks my Cord...
Opinion Editor Eric Merkley • emerkley@thecord.ca
...Stupid celebrity comments — es-
pecially when they're baseless, un-
informed orreally just plain out of
place.
Take Justin Bieber for example.
In an interview forpopular music
magazine Rolling Stone he was cited
taking firm ground against abortion
in the case ofrape and justifying it
by saying "everything happens for
a reason, I don'tknow what reason
that is... but everything happens for
a reason."
Other cases, like Mel Gibson's in-
sensitive anti-Semitic comments,
leave a lotto be desired and alien-
ate as well as incite anger in large
groups of,people.
Celebrities, when not with a pub-
licist or coach, should just learn to
keep their mouths shut. They, like
the Bieber, are in positions of in-
fluence and should really not use
that pulpit to put forth any kind of
agenda.
Most ofthese celebrities are in
the entertainmentbusiness and
that's what they should stick to—
entertaining us.
As funny as it was, seeing Bieber
mess up in Rolling Stone (I mean re-
ally, where was his publicist?), there
are alot of impressionable youth
reading his words.
Of course, the Biebs is just an ex-
ample. There are a lot of celeb flub-
ups on a regular basis. And they're
funny too, as long as they're taken
for their entertainmentvalue, rather
than as legitimate and informed so-
cio-political views.
—MarcieFoster
Check out Marcie
Foster's blog
"Searching for
Moments" at
thecord.ca
Consumers milked by dairy lobby
NICK GIBSON
letters@thecord.ca
I love milk as much as the next lac-
tose-tolerant guy, but my cereal
habit is an increasingly difficult
habit to sustain.
Not only are my beloved Cheer-
rios becoming more expensive by
the minute it seems, but so too is the
milk I pour all over said Cheerrios.
Of course, I would love themboth to
be cheaper, but there is a reason why
they are that expensive and I am
sure that competition in the market
will ensure that they remain reason-
able in price, right?
Wrong.
The Cheerrios are fine. It's the
milk that I am worried about. Why
is itthat other countries can con-
sume safe and quality dairy prod-
ucts without having to take out a
second mortgage?
The fact is Canada has a very
strong dairy-industry lobby. The
lobby has pushed for and sustained
what is known as Supply Manage-
ment for years and have not once
loosened their grip.
Supply Management is an ar-
rangement wherein an organization
(in this case the Canadian Dairy
Commission) implements a system
thatmandates regulated supply of
products with the stated intent of
"stabilizing revenues and avoiding
costly surpluses."
Unfortunately, this manipulation
of the market means that consumers
are paying for these "stabilized rev-
enues" and individual producers are
boxed-in from pursuing expansion
of their operations.
According to the Dairy Farmers
of Ontario (DFO), the fixed pricing
that is a result of supply manage-
ment is meant to be based on pro-
duction costs.
Using various indicators, includ-
inga representative sample of 100
Ontario dairy farms, provincial COP
(Cost ofProduction) is determined
which is done in other provinces
and subsequently used to determine
the national COP.
From there, the price is also
buoyed by administrative costs in-
cluding promotion ofmilk and milk
products, transportation cost (from
farm to dairy), administration of
DFO and for research. While these
costs are not explicitly built into the
price, they are inevitably paid by
the consumer in the end—this is the
only revenue stream in this process.
The results are profit margins that
far exceed any other agricultural in-
dustry in the country, and even ex-
ceed the average Canadian small
business to the tune of 200-300 per
cent, according to the Consumers'
Association of Canada.
The question that remains is two-
fold: firstly, why are we punishing
consumers? Secondly, why is it that
only the dairy industry is privy to
this special treatment?
Ihave many friends who are
farmers, as I come from a rural area
of central Ontario.
Most are not in the dairy business
and constantly struggle, while their
colleagues in the dairy industry are
given special privileges with supply
management.
It appears to me thatwe need to
make a decision: we either do sup-
ply management for other major
agricultural sectors or we phase out
supply management..
The fairness factor here is pretty
clear; the government is picking and
choosing who to support and who
not to support.
With that said, it is pretty clear
that a vote to expand supply man-
agement is a vote to forth®r bloat
bureaucracy and punish the
consumer.
Bureaucracy is important, but we
also know that it is inherently ineffi-
cient in many ways and we must be
cautious when proposing major ex-
pansion of the bureaucracy.
This goes without mentioning
the clear inconsistency with mar-
ket principles that this practice
promotes.
I see that there can be a place for
regulation and for other government
intervention into the economy, but
we should err on the side ofallowing
the market to run its course rather
than meddle in industry affairs.
This is especially salient given
that other jurisdictions have func-
tioning dairy industries that provide
the safe and quality dairy products
that we are all looking for. It appears
that this government interventionis
misguided.
Let's hope that our elected offi-
cials ofany political stripe will start
standing up for the consumer rather
than the dairy lobby.
I don't want to be milked for an-
other penny.
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Point Counter-point: Multiculturalism
Columnists Andrew Chai and Shagun Randhawa debate whether or not multiculturalism has failed in the
United Kingdom and Europe and what it would mean for societal pluralism and tolerance
ANDREW CHAI
letters@thecord.ca
SHAGUN RANDHAWA
letters@thecord.ca
"Condemning other cultures promotes segregation, rather than understanding and common ground. To
equate certain immoral practices with multiculturalism as a whole is an invalid statement that can often
make individuals feel more isolated in western countries." —Shagun Randhawa
Has multiculturalism failed? In Eu-
rope, at least, this appears to be
the case. At the Munich Security
Conference earlier this month Da-
vid Cameron, prime minister of the
United Kingdom, made a speech
in which he criticized his country's
longstanding policy on multicultur-
alism, which he believes has "en-
couraged different cultures to live
separate lives, apart from each other
and the mainstream."
Cameron'sremarks echoed state-
ments made last year by chancellor
ofGermany Angela Merkel when
she also called multiculturalism a
failure. These comments reflect a
push by European governments to
better integrate immigrants, given
persistent domestic tensions be-
tween differentcultures. In Britain,
we see this policy most prominently
in separate religious schools, which
are all funded by the government.
Within such a framework chil-
dren are taught to identify with their
own ethno-religious groups. They
are taught to hold certain beliefs
and values important to their own
particular sect. It is no wonder that
there is a lacking in national iden-
tity. And not only have we seen the
results ofthis policy in perpetuat-
ing the sectarian strife in Northern
Ireland. It is also partly to blame
for fostering Islamist extremism.
Terrorism has been committed by
people born and raised in the U.K.
Young men deluded by a toxic form
ofIslam have been led down the
road ofdomestic terrorism.
They have set out plans to kill
and maim their fellow citizens and
unfortunately some ofthese hor-
rific plans have succeeded. Many of
them are from middle-class homes
and are university graduates who
know no otherhome than the coun-
try they been brought up in.
What then must we do? First of
all appeasement has never been
an effective policy. People of other
The reality of the situa-
tion is that we all have to
live together.
cultures who come to live in the
West cannot expect to continue
practices fundamentally opposed to
the values we hold dear here in the
West.
The practice of"hands-off tol-
erance" only breeds division. I
think Nicolas Sarkozy, president
ofFrance, got itright when he said
that we must all respect differences,
but we do not want a society where
communities exist side by side.
The goal is not assimilation, but
integration.
Liberal societies must stand by
their roots ifthey are to pass them
on to the next generation. Freedom
ofspeech, freedom ofreligion, the
rule of law, equality before the law
regardless ofsex, sexual orientation
or colour: these are some of the val-
ues that define us as a society. Fail-
ure to instil liberal values leads to
a sense of marginalization that can
breed sectarianismand lead down
the road to extremism.
Nevertheless, we shouldnot
throw out multiculturalism alto-
gether, nor shouldwe succumb to
xenophobia. The reality ofthe situa-
tion is that we all have to live togeth-
er. Whetheryou were born a native,
arrived as an immigrant or are the
offspring of immigrants there is no
difference.
For all these people to live to-
gether successfully multicultural-
ism needs to be redefined in a more
harmonious way. This is not done
by appeasing minority groups or by
simply ignoring them. Instead there
needs to be more of a dialogue and
sense of understanding between
cultures.
Ultimatelypeople from different
cultures in the West should be able
to identify withboth cultures. This
is a healthy biculturalism that is
missing in the U.K. and other Euro-
pean countries.
Littered throughout British prime
minister David Cameron's speech .
about the failure of multiculturalism
were inferences to the extremism
and radicalization multiculturalism
has seemingly givenbirth to.
Although he spoke of a coun-
try with "common values" striv-
ing to relieve itselfof separatism to
achieve a national culture devoid of
the terrorist threats, such words may
have done more harm than good
by encouraging blame to be placed
solely at the feet ofMuslims.
Multiculturalism is a policy Can-
ada has abided by since the days of
Pierre Trudeau. Even as residents
ofsuch a cultural mosaic, many
individuals have mixed ideas of
what multiculturalism is and have
found themselves backing Cam-
eron as well as other individuals
such as German chancellor Angela
Merkel and French president Nico-
las Sarkozy.
The common theme is that mul-
ticulturalism has promoted a safe
haven for those with anti-western
viewpoints. It gives rise to extrem-
ists. What I find a little discerning
is how many individuals share this
viewpoint.
Multiculturalism has failed? What
an incredibly sweeping statement
that does a disservice to millions of
immigrants to the U.K. who struggle
to keep theircultures and traditions
alive while embracing British val-
ues. Individuals can integrate while
keeping their own cultures alive. Ex-
tremists exist in every cultural, re-
ligious and political viewpoint and
they are adept at achieving publicity,
stirring up division and achieving
national unrest.
From my personalviewpoint, de-
spite the fact that this entire debate
has centred upon avoiding extrem-
ism andradicalization, multicultur-
alism has very little to do with these
concepts. Terrorism is a political is-
sue. Althoughlabeled withreligious
drivers, it is often political unrest
that drives terrorism. A good ex-
ample is the English Defense League
(EDL), made up ofviolent extrem-
ists. However, the group is not a
product offailed multiculturalism or
its success for that matter.
Being uneducated about Britain's
culture, theEnglish language or
western ideology is not a driver for
terrorism. In fact, many of the worst
terrorists in the world are very well
educated.
Muscular liberalism did not help
individuals like Mohammad Sidique
Khan, a fully integrated Muslim who
was the ringleader in the London
bombings in 2005. He was a teach-
ing assistant, smart and well edu-
cated, with his free time spent play-
ing soccer with his friends. Prime
victim for extremism? I wouldn't
think so.
Western culture is a multicultural
construct itself. The idea of one mo-
nogamous culture does not appeal
well as our cultures include every-
thing from deep conservatism to
amoral self-entitlement. Condemn-
ing other cultures promotes segre-
gation, rather than understanding
and common ground. To equate cer-
tain immoral practices with multi-
culturalism as a whole is an invalid
statement that can often make indi-
viduals feel more isolated in western
countries.
One of the points Cameron made
was about ethnic residential seg-
regation as a negative outcome of
multiculturalism, but did it cross
his mind that this may be the result
offear ofdiscrimination and not
self-segregation? And since when
is it a problem living with people
you identify with? There are LGBT
communities in downtown Toronto,
NewYork and Brighton.
Talking about the level oftoler-
ance we have for other cultures is
worth having, especially when it
comes to certain practices that are
incompatible with liberal democrat-
ic values.
However, it should not be at-
tached to a counter-terrorism agen-
da or a politically convenient way *
to define Islam as a root cause for
our issueswith cultural integration.
Such a practice will only serve to
further isolate cultural communities
in a sea ofhostility.
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WLU is 100 only in a technical sense
KEITH MARSHALL
letters@thecord.ca
Check out our Opinion columnist blogs and online exclusive content at thecord.ca
Walking around campus it's difficult
not to notice the banners celebrating
"Laurierioo." Thisyear marks the
100th anniversary ofthe founding
of the Evangelical Lutheran Semi-
nary of Canada, which eventually
led to the creation ofLaurier's par-
ent school Waterloo College in 1924.
Given how little remains fromthat
time, it's hard to see how Laurier is
really 100 years old and as a school
we shouldn't put too much consid-
eration towards our earlyyears.
For good or bad, so far these cel-
ebrations have put a heavy focus
on celebrating our past. In a sense,
celebrating our age as a university
is abizarre concept, considering
that unlike many older universities
across Ontario none of our original
buildings still stand. Walking across
the Waterloo campus it's easy to see
that our oldest buildings were built
in the 1960sand 19705,a long time
after our original founding. Because
of this, it is odd that we would cel-
ebrate a past that we are so far re-
moved from, considering that de-
spite our Protestant roots we have
not been associated with any one
religion since 1973.
Even our most cherished student
traditions like the Boars Head Din-
ner, Shinerama, Winter Carnival
and Homecoming were created in
the 1950sand 19605.From these
facts it is easy to see how celebrating
our 100th anniversary thisyear is a
strange concept when, aside from
The Cord, almost nothing recogniz-
able remains on campus from the
early 1900s.This is why as we cele-
brate this anniversary our university
should focus on understanding how
our past has developed into the con-
cerns of the present instead ofdish-
ing out ofrandom irrelevant facts to
students about our past.
For the majority ofLaurier stu-
dents the last 15years have created
the mostrecognizable changes.
In that timewe have redeveloped
our main campus in Waterloo and
added new campuses in Kitchener,
Brantford and Toronto.
As a result in that timeLaurier
has experienced a doubling of our
student population. These recent
trends demonstrate how signifi-
cantly we are changing as a univer-
sity and should further encourage
efforts by the university and our
studentunion to preserve what few
traditions we still have.
Although some efforts have been
made to make our history more rel-
evant this year, some of them are
simply awaste ofuniversity funds
and scarce alumni support. The
statue ofSir Wilfrid Laurier itself is
probably the silliest decision that
has been made, even given the uni-
versity's claim that it will create a
focal point on campus for students.
It is unlikely to do this, consider-
ing that the statue is being placed
outside. On a campus that is largely
inhabited during the cold and wet
seasons of the year, this exercise in
spending carries littlereasoning be-
hind it.
Despite the fact that we are
named after him, Laurier himself
has nothing to do with our univer-
sity history. Purchases like these
only further demonstrate the prob-
lem faced with a lack ofhistorical
buildings and historical identity
on campus and the need to involve
students in community creating
expenditures.
A centennial anniversary means
nothing ifwe don't have tradi-
tions to stand behind and with
most ofour traditions stemming
from the 1950s and 1960s it's im-
portant that the university and stu-
dents act further to preserve them as
Although some efforts
have been made to make
our history more rel-
evant this year, some of
them are simply a waste
of university funds and
scarce alumni support.
our university experiences greater
change and expands across Ontario.
However, in promoting our history
this year we should be focusing only
on the aspects of our past that are
and will stillbe relevant in the future
and not on our increasingly irrel-
evant religious past.
Protests over DND recruitment based
on ignorance and fear-mongering
MARTIN PINEDA
letters@thecord.ca
The recent protests carried out by
a group of students from the Uni-
versity ofToronto in response too
Department of National Defence
(DND) information session for
master's and PhD students interest-
ed in a prospective career as policy
analysts were absolutely irrational
and uncalled for.
Students have been circulating a
petition to the U of T administration
calling for the campus to be a "mil-
itary-free zone," shamelessly deni-
grating the important role that these
employees ofthe federal govern-
ment involved in national defence
have in Canadian society. While
freedom of speech and political ac-
tivism are values that ought to al-
ways be championed, it is unethical
for them to be abused by groups of
ideologues who misrepresent facts
in order to pursue their own agenda.
It is unacceptable for student
movements that seek to completely
remove any presence of the Cana-
dianForces or the DND at universi-
ties to use slanderous rhetoric that
portrays these public servants as
being on par with viciouskillers and
criminals.
Much of the reasoning behind
these sorts of movements can be
traced to an apparent ignorance of
the military and national defence.
First of all, it is necessary to under-
stand that the DND and the Cana-
dian Forces are two distinct enti-
ties; the Department of National
Defence being a civilian department
concerned with national defence
and the Canadian Forces being the
armed institution of the federal
government.
The policy analyst profession that
was being advertised by the DND
is held by highly educated civilians
with graduate degrees who contrib-
ute to the knowledge base of our
nation's defence through research
and informational analysis, not as
a soldier ofthe armed forces in a
battlefield.
It is evident that an ignorant
misconception that is widely held
among such groups is such that all
members ofthe Canadian Forces
are employed in a combat arms role.
They fail to recognize that there is
more to a military than soldiers on
the ground.
A state military is such that it re-
quires the staffing of occupations
that absolutely cannot be practiced
without post-secondary education,
such as engineers, doctors and law-
yers as well as knowledge-based
occupations like administrative per-
sonnel, intelligence analysts and
scientists.
Military personnel come to uni-
versity campuses to offer a respect-
able career option to future profes-
sionals, not to lure young men and
women into violent and dangerous
adventures. In addition to there be-
ing both a civilian and a military di-
mension ofnational defence, both
of which being essential to national
security, the Canadian Forces also
fulfill an imperative duty needed
ofany country to have an armed
capability.
It is incumbent upon these indi-
viduals to look beyond the bubble
of freedom and security for which
so many have died throughout our
history. They mustrealize that al-
though we should always advocate
for peace, we do not live in a per-
fect world without external threats.
When the security of our country is
legitimately jeopardized, it is neces-
sary for the vital institution ofthe
military to defend it.
What needs to be understood by
those who oppose the deployment
of our armed forces is that the in-
stitutionof the military is not an
autonomous actor and is legally ob-
ligated to act upon the orders ofthe
government of the day.
If these groups have a problem
with the way in which the military
is being used, they need to take their
issues to those holding political of-
fice rather than the neutral public
servants our society trusts to act as
an extension ofpublic policy in our
democracy.
Those that mindlessly seek to cre-
ate a "military-free zone" on cam-
pus should take the time to actually
engage in dialogue and properly
educate themselves about the nature
of national defence in Canadarather
than acting on misrepresentative
ideological propaganda.
They should realize that those
holding careers in the defence de-
partment are in fact individuals of
respectable integrity and decency
who have selflessly dedicated them-
selves to a life ofpublic service to
their country.
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CLASSIFIEDS
Advertising Manager Angela Taylor « angela.taylorgtwlusp.com
Business Major looking for fe-
male roommates focused on ac-
ademics and respectful of quiet
and clean living environment. Wa-
terloo Lakeshore Area, 569 Roll-
ing Hills Dr., 10 minutes bus route
#9 ride to Laurier U or Waterloo
U or Conestoga Mall. Fully fur-
nished house with 6 appliances,
WiFi internet, 2 new bathrooms,
fully equipped kitchen. Walk out
to large deck and private fenced
yard. Rent per room starting from
$395/ month plus 1/5 of utilities.
12 month lease only. Available
May 1, 2011. No Smoking. Call Ni-
cole at 226-868-6544 or email
nicole_kwapis@yahoo.ca.
TWO FEMALE WLU STUDENTS
looking for 2 girls to join them
on May Ist, in a 3 level house on
Noecker St. Very close to WLU
and the grocery store. The house
is fully furnished ajpd includes
washer/ dryer/ dishwasher, and
it's all to ourselves. Contact
Kelsey Kerr (519) 504-5097 or
email kelsey.m.kerr@gmail.com
•
Student rental properties avail-
able for rent close to WLU.
CLEAN, upgraded DETACHED
houses, townhouses, apartments
and true loft spaces rentals avail-
able on many nearby streets in-
cluding Ezra, Marshall, Hazel and
Lester. Rentals to suit all group
sizes from 1 to 13. Many start
dates available. Please contact
Hoffaco Property Management
-renttahoffaco.com (preferred) or
through phone 519-885-7910.
Only $389 - Five Bedroom
House, must see, goes fast, ex-
cellent location, 121 B Noecker
Street, Starting May 01/11, close
to everything, very clean, free
washer/dryer, gas heated, new
windows b doors, cheap utilities,
two full bathrooms, two full size
fridges, hardwood floors b ce-
ramic tile throughout, large yard
and large private deck, free park-
ing for five cars, on bus route, 5
min walk to WLU. $389 per room,
per month. Call 741-7724, 416
575-2104 Email info@acdev.ca
thecord.ca
' Complete 30-Hour Seminars
' Convenient Weekend Schedule
' Proven Test-Taking Strategies
' Experienced Course Instructors
• Comprehensive Study Materials
' Simulated Practice Exams
'Limited Class Size
• Free Repeat Policy
• Personal Tutoring Available
' Thousands of Satisfied Students
CAFKA relies on the support of USED BOOKS WANTED for
its volunteers, offering unique CFUW Book Sale, Friday and Sat-
opportunities to work on spe- urday, April 29-30, 2011 at First
cial events, exhibition installation, United Church, King and William,
video production, marketing and Drop off. donations at church
promotion, programming, edu- (back door) Wednesday, April 27
cation, hospitality and our bicycle and Thursday, April 28. For more
loan service, Cycle CAFKA. We information, please call (519)
are currently seeking people who 740-5249. No textbooks, please!
are able to billet visiting artists
during the biennial exhibition this
coming September, as well as
people who are handy maintain-
ing and repairing bicycles to help
us get our popular fleet of Cycle ACCOUNTING REP IS URGENT-
CAFKA bicycles up and running LY NEEDED to work for our aid.
again. This year Cycle CAFKA is Requirements: good typing skills,
trying to expand its bicycle fleet, must speak English, French or
if you have a bicycle to donate Spanish fluently. Any job experi-
please contact volunteertacafka. ence can apply. Will earn $3020
org to sign up and learn more. monthly. Email me at jamesmur-
rayholdingstagmail.com for more
information
For just $29.95, walk in with your taxes, walk out with your refund. Instantly.
You'll also get a free SPC Card to save big at your favourite retailers*
maximum mm
refund we make taxes easy h&r block*
free SPC Card
Follow us on Twitter and Facebook hrblock.ca
© 2011 H&R Block Canada, Inc. *$29.95 valid f°r regular student tax preparation only. Cash back service included. To qualify forstudent pricing, student must presenteither (i) a T2202a documenting4or
more months of full-time attendance at a college or university during 2010 or(ii) a valid high school identification card. Expires December 31,2011. Valid only at participating H&R Block locations in Canada.
SPC Card offers valid from 08/01/10 to 07/31/11 at participating locations in Canada only. For Cardholder only. Offers may vary, restrictions mayapply. Usage may be restricted when used in conjunction
with any other offer or retailer loyalty card discounts. Cannot be used towards the purchase of gift cards or certificates. **lf H&R Block makes any error in the preparation of your tax return thatcosts you
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SPORTS
Post-season letdown
Inexperience, early collapses and a slumping powerplay cost Hawks in semifinal
JAMIE NEUGEBAUER
STAFF WRITER
Sports Editor Justin Fauteux « jfauteux(athecord.ca
The Laurier men's hockey teamwas
really only the better team for one of
nine periods in their Ontario Uni-
versity Athletics (OUA) Western
Conference playoff round against
Guelph, and they paid for it, as the
Gryphons took the series two games
to one.
"In the end we had a teamthat
was a little bityoung in experience,"
commented Laurier head coach
Greg Puhalski after game three.
"And itkind ofshowed throughout
this particular series."
In game one on Feb. 24, the
Hawks were completely devoid of
any effortand frankly embarrassed
themselves at home.
Outshot 38-24and outscored
3-0, the purple and gold only kept
the scoreboard reasonably respect-
able thanks to strong goaltending
from Ryan Daniels and David Clem-
ent, the latter coming infor the third
period to replace a shell-shocked
Daniels.
Laurier came out desperate and
hungry facing elimination in game
two in Guelph, and they were re-
warded when captain Jean-Michel
Rizk scored what will prove to be his
last goal as a Golden Hawk.
Headed into the second period
with the lead for the first time in
the playoffs, the purple and goldfell
asleep. Laurier only mustered two
shots in the middle frame, and held
the l-o lead only as aresult of more
remarkable play by Daniels.
Puhalski's boys came out much
stronger in the third and rookie Zack
Woolford tallied his third of the
playoffs, tipping in Phil Magistrale's
wrister from the point 8:12 into
the period. The veteran Magistrate
sealed the Laurier victorywith an
empty netter.
Despite staving off elimina-
tion with the 3-0 victory in game
two, the Hawks were the second
best team back at home in game
three. Gryphons captainKris Belan
chipped the puck past Ryan Daniels
15:27into the game, while Ed Gale
snapped home a power play marker
to double Guelph's lead 8:12 into the
second.
The Hawks did get chances, but
just couldn't finish on Gryphons'
backstop Andrew Loverock who
made 28 saves.
"We got out to alittle bit of a slow
start again tonight and it put us be-
hind the eight ball," Puhalski said.
"After gametwo where we had such
a good start and we were ready to
play,we weren't able to carry that
energy into gamethree."
Mitchell Good scored his first of
the playoffs at the 15:08mark ofthe
third to give the Hawks some life but
could not find the equalizer.
"We fell behind 2-0 but kept
working and made a valiant effort
in the end," said Puhalski. "Unfor-
tunately we were not able to muster
enough offence to make it even and
force it to overtime."
With the defeat, the Hawks' sea-
son is over, as are the Laurier ca-
reers of forwards Ryan Bellows, as-
sistant captain Colin Williams and
two-yearcaptain Rizk, as well as de-
fenceman Ryan Bernardi.
"We lose some experienced play-
ers," Puhalski said. "On the plus side
we have a good young nucleus and
I'll be working to enhance our skill
level and competitiveness. I believe
we'll be able to find them over time,
maybe not all next year, but we want
a championship. We want to bring a
banner here for Laurier."
On the wljole Laurier was outshot
98-72, did not score a single power
play goal all series and only capital-
ized on one in 15 chances through-
out the playoffs.
"We did not score a lot ofgoals in
the playoffs in general," continued
coach Puhalski.
"The power play was a big rea-
son, it was very ineffective through-
outthe whole playoffs; it justwasn't
very productive for us when we
needed it in the playoffs, and I think
was a very big reason we lost."
Yet it was gettingbehind early
that trulykilled the 2010-11 rendi-
tion of the Hawks in the playoffs as
they lost game one at home in both
series.
"We do have a young team, we're
pleased with the results we had fin-
ishing second in our division and
at least winning one playoff se-
ries," Puhalski finished. "We're still
not happy with the way the season
ended; some guys overachieved,
some guys underachieved, but we're
pleased with the overall outcome."
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GOLDEN HAWK
UPDAT
Week of February 28 -
March 6, 2010
RECENT SCORES
02.27.11
M Hockey 1 - Guelph 2
W Basketball 59 - Windsor 65
02.26.11
M Hockey 3 - Guelph 0
M Basketball 85 - Windsor 82
W Basketball 76 - Western 74
02.25.11
W Hockey 1 - Queen's 2
02.24.11
M Hockey 0 - Guelph 3
02.23.11
W Basketball 73 - Guelph 47
M Basketball 80 - Guelph 72
W Hockey 1 - Queen's 2
CIS CH AMPIONSHIP
Come out and support your
Golden Hawks
as they play Game One in the
Women's Hockey
CIS Championship
on
Thursday, March 10that 7:30 p.m.
at the Waterloo Rec Complex
Tickets available at the C-Spot
or
Online at tickets.laurierathletics.com
LAURIER BOOKSTORE
ATHLETES OF THE WEEK
Maxwell Allin
Men's Basketball
Renata Adamczyk
Women's Basketball
I www.laurierathletics.com
1
Read more on
thecord.ca
Soccer team
experiences
real 'football'
"It was amazing to see the difference in culture compared to
here. The passion they have for the game was unbelieveable."
—Laurier captain Sadie Anderson
on spending reading week in England
Behind the Hawk
Ryan Daniels
JAMIE NEUGEBAUER
STAFF WRITER
It can be easily argued thatLaurier
men's hockey goaltender sopho-
more Ryan Daniels was the best
net-minder in Canadian University
Hockey this season. Among undis-
puted number ones in the country,
the Pickering-native was among
the nation's best in save percentage,
saves made and minutes played.
His performance this season also
earned Daniels the Ontario Univer-
sity Athletics (OUA) West player of
the year award.
"I've been given every opportu-
nity a goalie could ask for this year,"
Daniels said. "They have played
pretty well in front ofme for the
most part this year; but the thing
I can really attribute [my success
this year] to is confidence from my
coach, and going out there to do the
best that I can."
In the summer of 2006, however,
Daniels had a very different future in
mind than playing hockey for Lau-
rier. After his dazzling third season
in the Ontario Hockey League that
saw him earn 38 wins and a solid
save percentage of .907 in 60 games
played for the Saginaw Spirit, the
NHL came calling.
Daniels was selected in the fifth
round, 151stoverall by the Ottawa
Senators (ahead ofcurrent Chi-
cago Blackhawk Viktor Stalberg)
and with the Senators desperate
for goaltending talent at the time,
itseemed like he had a chance to
make it.
Yet after being cut without a con-
tract by the Sens, and then two years
later trying out and failing to stick
with the Atlanta Thrashers, the
6-foot-2, and 215 pound backstop
decided to take his chance to play in
the CIS.
I took it hard, and at the time
I definitely saw it as a step in the
wong direction," he commented.
That is justthe competitor in me. I
am enrolled in business here, and I
have nothing bad to say about that
program; but from a hockey sense I
definitely saw it as a step back from
where I wanted to be."
"But we have [Laurier head coach]
Greg[Puhalski] at the helm right
now; he isgiving me a chance to
play every night and that's all I could
ask for," Daniels continued. "Right
now I'm extremely motivated."
Like all studentathletes, Daniels
feels the weight ofbalancing school
work and his sport, but he knows it
was the decision.
"I'm glad I made that choice," he
recalled. "CIS hockey has become a
lot better over the course ofthe last
two years, especially from the influx
of major junior talent coming into
the league."
Daniels, who took over the sole
job ofprotecting the Golden Hawk
net afterlong-time Laurier goal-
tender Jeff MacDougald graduated
last season, looks specifically to
three NHL all-star goaltenders for
inspiration.
"You look at a guy like Carey Price
who has mentally overcome much
criticism in Montreal, and you look
at a guy likeTim Thomas who has
showed nothing but resilience to get
to where he's at. Thenyou look at
[Roberto] Luongo who plays great in
big games, and gives them a chance
to win every night."
At the training camps in Ottawa
and Atlanta, Daniels was criticized
for not having strong enough men-
tal character to be a professional
goaltender, and is out, like Price,
to prove the critics wrong. Like
Thomas, he was not seen as having
enough technical ability to be an ef-
fective professional goaltender, and
looks to be resilient for the Hawks
going forward.
Though the Hawks' season end-
ed earlier than they would've liked
on Sunday with a loss in the OUA
West semi final, 2010-11 is certainly
ayear Daniels can be proud of, and
will look to continue his success
next season.
MEGAN CHERNIAK PHOTOGRAPHY MANAGER
Gaels upset Hawks
in OUA semifinal
KEVIN CAMPBELL
STAFF WRITER
For the first time in eightyears, a
brand new Ontario University Ath-
letics (OUA) championship ban-
ner will not adorn therafters of the
much-decorated Waterloo Recre-
ation Complex.
The number two nationally-
ranked WilfridLaurier women's
hockey team, the pinnacle of sport-
ing excellence and consistency at a
school known for its athletics, has
finally been brought to its knees.
The culprits responsible for the
momentous OUA shakeup ofpower
were the Queen's Gaels, emerging
victorious in two identical 2-1 dou-
ble-overtime thrillers to mark the
first time the school has beaten Lau-
rier in a playoff series.
Earning public enemy number
one honours is Brittany McHaffie,
who scored both game-winning
goals in the extra frames to send the
seven-time champions packing.
The Golden Hawks, who had only
lost three games allyear in a stretch
of 27 contests, were the overwhelm-
ing favourites to win the OUA and
ride that expected momentum into
the Canadian Interuniversity Sport
(CIS) national tournament (which
Laurier is hosting), as they have the
past sevenyears.
Despite the Hawks sweeping the
season series, the Gaels had played
them close during the year, aside
from an 8-1 thrashing on Jan. 9.
But when the stakes were high-
est, itwas the women from Kingston
who raised theirgame.
"We took a couple ofdays to sit on
it and then took to the ice [Sunday]
and you could feel a sense of put-
ting the past behind us, and trying to
learn from our mistakes," said Lau-
rier goaltender Liz Knox on Monday.
The Gaels exposed Laurier's de-
fence with a relentless forecheck
and received spectacular goalten-
ding from Mel Dodd-Moher who
stopped 64 of 66 shots sent herway
in the series.
The Gaels' pressure-intensive
game forced the Hawks to turn the
puck over on multiple occasions,
and a defensive zone breakdown led
to McHaffie's first overtime dagger.
The Hawks' powerplay fizzled in
the post-season, going 0-6, and the
team's seemingly endless well of
goals dried up against Queen's.
The playmaking pizzazz ofKath-
erine Shirriff, who finished the sea-
son with a league-high 25 assists
was also nonexistent as the Hawks
couldn't seem to buy a goal.
Brittany Crago and Paula Lagam-
bawere the only scorers for WLU in
the series.
Laura Brooker (who claimed OUA
rookie-of-the-year honourswith 19
goals, second in Canada only behind
fifth-year Kelly Walker from Brock),
was stymied on a penalty shot and
rang a breakaway opportunity off
the iron in game one.
Team captain Abby Rainsberry
snuck one past Dodd-Moher but
couldn't beat the post in overtime.
In game two, Andrea Shapero
almost tied the series with a late-
gamelaser that was snatched by
the catching mittofthe Gaels'
netminder.
"Give a lot of credit to Queen's,"
saidKnox. "They were very well -
coached, they executed well, and
when it comes down to it, they
had nothing to 105e... they pulled it
together."
If some ofthose Laurier chances
weren't posts, would the story end
differently, Knox?
"Ifwe sat and looked at all the ifs,
ands or buts, we'd be in a hundred
different scenarios, so we had some
missed opportunities, but... it's a
game ofbounces at that point [in
double OT] and we justcouldn't get
one to go our way."
Despite the loss, the Hawks'
2010-11 season doesn't have to end
in heartbreak.
As the host team, Laurier gains an
automatic berth into the CIS finals
and will face off against representa-
tives from the three university con-
ferences across Canada.
And wouldn't it be just grand if
the Gaels showed up to theparty?
"It would be good for a little re-
demption," said Knox. "Just ask our
soccer girls... we'll be thinking of
more than justour team out there."
In November, Queen's defeated
the women's soccer team to claim
CIS gold a week after losing to Lau-
rier in the OUA final.
Currently, Queen's and Guelph
are battling for OUA gold, with
Guelph upsetting the CIS number
five ranked Brock, and that's the way
things should be, says theLaurier
keeper.
"We don'twant to be walking
around the OUA like some of our
teams used to in thepast. It's good
to have this competition and see the
OUA strengthen."
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Basketball Hawks shock OUA
Laurier shakes up provincial playoffs with massive upset wins over highly ranked opponents
Women knock off
third ranked Western
JUSTIN FAUTEUX
SPORTS EDITOR
"It's always more fun being the
underdogs."
That was how fourth-year Christa
Mancino summed up the position she
and her fellow Laurier women's basket-
ball players were in on Saturday. Com-
ing into their Ontario University Ath-
letics (OUA) West quarterfinal withthe
number-three nationally ranked West-
ern Mustangs, the Hawks' chances of ad-
vancing looked slim. Western, who was
coming off a bye week, had won both
games versus Laurier during the regular
season and only lost three all season.
But the Hawks played the role ofun-
derdogto perfection and stunned the
Mustangs, winning 76-74, scoring 28
points in the final quarter to seal the win.
"It was amazing, we reacted like we
had justwon nationals," said Mancino.
"There's the big Laurier-Western rivalry,
so it definitely went deeper than just the
actual game itself. We came in looking to
knock them off their high horses and we
were ecstatic whenwe achieved it."
Mancino was the Hawks' leading
scorer with 18 points, however not far
behind her were fellow veterans Renata
Adamczyk with 17 and Mallory Kohl-
meier with 14.According to Laurier head
coach Paul Falco that veteran group of
Mancino, Adamczyk, Kohlmeier and
fifth-year Megan Grant was the key to
the Hawks pulling off the upset.
"Ourthree fifth-year girls have re-
ally been our leaders along with Christa
[Mancino] all year and theycame up big
on Saturday," said Falco. "Megan, Mal-
lory and Renata really showed their ex-
perience and played like fifth-years and
Christa was a big influence offensive-
ly.... They've been a big part of us getting
better every week, a month or two ago we
wouldn't have won that game and to beat
Western in that situation is huge for the
program."
The post-game jubilation Mancino
referred to did not last long as 24 hours
after their win over Western, the Hawks
had to play the Windsor Lancers in the
OUA West final.
"The quick turnaround definitely had
some advantages and disadvantages,"
said Mancino. "On one hand we were
still on a high from the night before but
at the same time I think our starters
were pretty worn down by that point. We
had been throwing everything we had at
Western, so that turnaround definitely
took abit of a toll on us physically."
On Sunday, the division-winning
Lancers proved too much and despite a
late comeback attempt, the Hawks fell
65-59 in the OUA West final, missing out
on an automatic berth in nationals.
"We had played [Windsor] well in our
gymabout a month ago and on Sun-
day we played them even tougher," said
Falco. "We had a better opportunity to
knock them offbut we had a couple of
miscues in the last couple minutes and
we weren't able to get over the hump, but
we're hopeful we can get another crack at
them back in their gym in the final eight."
Next up for the Hawks is this Satur-
day's OUA bronze medal game on the
road versus the University ofToronto. A
win will give the Hawks a chance athost-
ing a regional playoff on top of a higher
ranking heading into the next round.
The next crucial test for the Hawks
will come in the regional round, which
takes place March 11-12 and will deter-
mine who gets the final three spots in the
national championship tournament.
Three Hawks were also individual
winers as Falco was named OUA West
coach of the year, Adamczyk won the Joy
Bellinger award and point guard Felicia
Mazzerolle was given OUA West rookie
of theyear honours:
Men avenge blow-
out versus Windsor
JUSTIN FAUTEX
SPORTS EDITOR
On Saturday afternoon, the Laurier
men's basketball team was looking for
more than an upset win over the home-
town Windsor Lancers. They were also
out for revenge.
Just two weeks ago, those same Lanc-
ers paid a visitto the Laurier athletic
complex and steamrolled the Hawks,
winning 109-76, showing little sports-
manship along the way.
"Late in that game Windsor put down
a dunk and acted more like a high school
team than anything else and I said to the
boys, 'they're disrespecting you,"' said
Laurier head coach Peter Campbell. "We
talked about that beating they put on us
and that [got the Hawks'] attention. They
were all sitting there thinking 'that was
embarrassing.'"
With that added incentive, the Hawks
knocked off the number-eight nation-
ally ranked Lancers, 85-82 in their own
gym in the Ontario University Athlet-
ics (OUA) quarterfinal. The win not only
lifts the underdog Hawks to the OUA
final four, but also marks the first time
Laurier has beaten Windsor since 2007.
"Last game got out ofhand and com-
ing into this game we knew that they
weren't going to put 109 on us again,"
said Laurier guard Max Allin. "We knew
they were going to come into the game a
little over-confident and take .us lightly
but we knew that we were just as good if
not better than them and we just came in
and beat them."
Allin picked the perfect time for a ca-
reer night, as the second-year put up
36 points, leading the Hawks' offence.
Making Allin's performance even more
crucial was the fact that Windsor held
Laurier scoring leader Kale Harrison to
justnine points.
"Kale was their main focus and they
were always looking to shut him out,"
said Allin. "His shots weren't falling as
they normally do, so it was up to the rest
of us to pick up the slack."
"That's one of the tough parts of being
Kale Harrison, any timeyou come into a
game the other team is focused on stop-
ping you," added Campbell. "But Max
stepped up and just made all the shots,
especially at crunch time near the end of
the game when things could've gone ei-
ther way."
In addition to Allin, Campbell high-
lighted the performance ofrookie point
guard Jamar Forde, who struggled in his
first career playoff game last Wednes-
day versus Guelph, only mustering four
points. Forde was second in team scor-
ing with 13 points, however Campbell
was more impressed with the first-year's
defence.
"Jamar did a great job on [Windsor
guard] Isaac Kwon and that's alot of
pressure on a freshman to take on the
best scorer in our league," said Campbell.
"He still had over 20 points, but Jamar
really kept him in check for most of the
game and showed a ton ofgrowth."
As monumental as the upset over
Windsor was,the Hawks will have to pull
off an even bigger feat ifthey intend on
moving forward.
This Friday at the OUA final four in
Hamilton, Laurier will take on the na-
tion's top team, the undefeated Carleton
Ravens.
"They're the best team in the coun-
try, they've been number one since
October and there's no argument that
they shouldn't be number one," said
Campbell.
"You can get up eight and it doesn't
fluster them, they can get up eight and
they don't stop. It's certainly going to be
a tough match-up for us, but ifwe can
match their focus and intensity, we'll give
them a good run."
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